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CHAPTER I 
SOCIAL WORK'S RELATIONSHIP TO CITIZEN PARTICIPATION 
IN URBAN RENEWAL 
Introduction 
One of the most challenging and difficult problems 
facing the nation's rapidly growing Urban Renewal Program is 
the need to develop broad~based participation of citizens. 
Since, in Boston and other cities, social workers have been 
assigned responsibility for giving professional assistance to 
this citizen participation effort , this study is undertaken 
to describe how one social worker in a large residential disw 
trict of Boston helped develop citizen participation. 
The description of this social worker's activities 
has been organized within certain concepts of the group work 
method of social work. This formulation is used in the ef-
fort to contribute to the conceptualization of community or-
ganization theory, as well as to indicate ways in which a 
social worker can function in developing citizen participa-
tion for Urban Renewal . Group work has achieved a substantial 
degree of conceptualization. Community organization 11 has the 
least well formulated concepts of process knowledge and skills 
required for professional practice."1 Group work has a 
1Alfred J. Kahn, "Social Science and the Conceptual 
--·== 
I 
I 
contribution to make to the conceptualization of community 
organization theory and to programs directed toward the devel-
opment of citizen participation in Urban Renewal. This de-
scription explores both these contributions. 
Citizen Participation as a Requirement of Federal Urban 
Renewal Programs 
Broad-scale urban renewal programs are bringing about 
rapid physical changes in the congested neighborhoods of 
American cities. Change and progress are achieved and main-
tained best when people affected are involved in the decision-
making process. These changes should be carried out in ways 
that lead to enrichment rather than impoverishment of social 
relationships and community ideals.2 
Citizen participation has been made one of the seven 
federal requirements for the Workable Pro gram.3 However, 
standards of what is an adequate program of citizen partici-
pation have not been spelled out, and consequently citizen 
participation has many various forms across the country. 
In a recent study of the nature of citizen participa-
tion in renewal programs, 11 there seemed to be a heavy empha-
sis on community-wide groups (business, real estate, 
Framework for Community Organization Research~ 11 in Social 
Science Theory and Social Work Research, p. 7~. 
2Eileen Younghusband, Training for Social Work, p. 78. 
3The requirements for the Workable Program must be met 
to qualify for federal financial assistance in Urban Renewal 
Programs. 
2. 
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construction), in very few cases was active participation re-
ported on the part of a wide and representative segment of 
the community.n4 Lewis' article on Citizen Participation 
states: 
The unorganized, the residents of project areas, 
face-to-face groups in the neighborhood seem to be 
relat!vely uninvolved in urban renewal at the present 
time.;> 
There is legal basis for broad participation in Urban 
Renewal of residents of the neighborhoods affected, but this 
i has not become an actuality in the six years that the workable 
program requirements have been in effect. 
Provision of Professional Staff Services 
for Developing Citizen Participation 
Although federal funds are available to provide staff 
workers to develop citizen participation at all levels of the 
community, few cities have included such funds in their urban 
renewal budgets.6 There is some disagreement as to whether 
such workers should be paid by public funds. The question is 
whether citizens can freely participate in Urban Renewal Pro-
grams to the extent of disagreement if the staff worker as-
signed is ultimately responsible to public authorities for 
4Gerda Lewis, "Citizen Participation in Renewal Sur-
veyed," Journal of Housing, Vol. 16, No. 3 (March, 1959). 
5 Ibid., p. 81. 
6
rbid. 
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his job. Several cities have such staff services under vari-
ous auspices, both public and private. To p~ovide public 
support while avoiding political vulnerability, some Urban 
Renewal Agencies have contracted with private agencies to 
provide community organization staff service to develop citiw 
zen participation in a given project area, and the trend 
across the country as well as in Boston is toward private 
auspices to support the provision of professional staff 
services. 
Under the Federal Urban Renewal Program, funds can 
be utilized to provide ~rofessional staff service to assist 
in developing a broad program of citizen participation in 
Urban Renewal. However, "there is some disagreement among 
renewal people as to whether or not a community org~nization 
(social) worker is the most qualified person to develop citi-
zen participation in Urban Renewal.n7 The three-year federal 
demonstration project8 on Citizen Participation in Urban Re-
newal in sections of the Boston area also leaves an open 
question as to whether community organization social work 
training is necessary for persons charged with responsibility 
for developing citizen participation. However, most authori-
ties do agree that professional staff of some kind is most 
7Excerpt from a letter from Dorothy Gaszolo, Associ• 
ate Director, National Association of Housing and Redevelop-
ment Officials, July 6, 1960. 
8Loring 1 Sweetser, and Ernst, Community Organization 
for Citizen Participation in Urban Renewal, p. 260. 
..... 
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necessary for effective citizen participation. 
Recently, one of the nation's top Urban Renewal ad-
ministrators remarked that too often social workers spend a 
lot of time talking to themselves and do not know the com• J 
munity or the feelings of the citizens in the community. 
Possibly such sharp criticisms of social workers are not com-
pletely justified, but it remains for the social work profes-
sion to demonstrate what its professional contribution can be 
in the development of citizen participation for Urban Renewal . 
Social Work 's Role in Citizen Participation Programs 
It has been suggested by David M. Walker, former Fed-
eral Urban Renewal Administrator, that eventually the term 
11 community development" should be subst ituted for the present 
term •turban renewal. u9 This new term of community develop• 
ment emphasizes many more of the social aspects of living in 
the urban area, rather than just the renewal of the physical 
environment. It is with the idea of an over-all program of 
community development, both social and physical, that social 
work values are more consistent. 
A variety of problems are attacked or created by 
Urban Renewal Programs, problems that are of concern to the 
1 
I 
I 
social work field. I Displacement of large numbers of people , ' 
minority-housing questions, and Skid Row are but a f'ew of' the ~~ 
problems which Urban Renewal Programs stir up and about which 
9Boston Globe , January 18, 1960. 
5. 
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social work is vitally concerned. However, this study will 
be directed toward the specific area of social work's role 
in citizen participation in Urban Renewal Programs. 
The social work profession is becoming increasingly 
aware of the contribution it can make to this citizen partici• 
pation program. The three types of agencies having some 
generally acknowledged responsibility for developing this 
kind of citizen participation are the Health and Welfare 
Councils, nei ghborhood settlement houses, and district com-
munity councils 
Health and Welfare Councils concern themselves with 
planning for the health and welfare needs of the metropoli-
tan community. The tremendous impact of Urban Renewal Pro-
grams on the health and welfare of the community is easily 
seen. Citizen participation in solving community problems 
is the basic intent of most health and welfare councils. 
The large majority of metropolitan communities have not, 
however, developed this citizen participation on a district 
or neighborhood basis. Cleveland is an outstanding exception 
to this observation. Here the network of district councils 
I staffed by professional workers from the Welfare Federation 
has developed citizen awareness and ability to deal with 
neighborhood problems. Such professional staff assistance 
could be effectively utilized in the development of Urban 
Renewal Programs. 
Historically, the great figures in the settlement 
6. 
movement were champions of neighborhood improvements; but 
the majority of early settlement workers did the leading them-
selves, rather than developing neighborhood leadership. 
Studies of settlement houses in the Boston area for the past 
twenty-five years all have stressed the importance of the 
10 
settlements' primary function of neighborhood development. 
These same studies also maintain that settlements are not, 
as a whole, performing this function adequately, even within 
the resources available to them. Progressive settlement 
houses which have been working on neighborhood development 
in the past are now becoming involved in Urban Renewal Pro-
grams. Other settlement houses have found it difficult to 
alter their program of services so that they might offer 
staff services for developing citizen participation in Urban 
Renewal. 
Another development, similar to the extension of 
services by the Health and Welfare Council, is the establish- I 
ment of a community council as a social agency in a district 
of the city. The Roxbury Community Council in Boston was 
set up in this fashion, and has its own policy-making body, 
which hires its own executive director and has an i ndependent I 
operating budget. I If a district community council established j 
in this fashion has sufficient funds, it can vote to provide 
10 Anne Baldwin, 'tNeighborhood Development Work in 
Boston Settlements," p. 21. 
-
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staff service to develop citizen participation in Urban Re-
newal. 
Neither the settlement houses, health and welfare I 
I 
councils, or community councils have been able to develop con- I 
sistent patterns of professional staff service to encourage 
citizen participation in Urban Renewal areas. There seems to 
be a lack of clarity as to what the professional social worker 
does when assigned to develop neighborhood citizen participa-
tion in Urban Renewal programs . 
Social Work Methods Appropriate for Developing Citizen 
Participation in Urban Renewal 
-
~ 
It is generally accepted that the three social work 
methods within the generic practice of social work are case 
work, group work, and community organization. Social workers I 
in citizen participation programs are usually seen as pri-
marily utilizing the community organization method of social 
work. The social workers assigned by the central health and 
welfare council or a community council to a district of the 
city to enable citizens to participate in Urban Renewal Pro-
grams are expected, usually, to be especially skillful in 
the use of community organizational techniques. Where settle-
ment houses have assigned social workers to develop this 
citizen participation at the neighborhood level, there has 
been a tendency to assign those workers with a group work 
I 
I 
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experience background. Both of these kinds of workers are, 
ideally, professionally trained social workers, but with a 
different background of agency setting and field of special-
ization. 
The direct involvement of the social workers with 
groups of neighborhood citizens expo ses the workers to in-
tensive group experiences which are not typically seen in more 
traditional community organization settings. The success or 
failure of these citizen group s is highly dependent on the 
group processes that take pla ce. The professional social 
worker with group work skills who works with citizen groups 
finds himself drawing heavily on his group work experience 
to enable a group to accomplish its desired objectives. 
Relation of Group Work to the Development of Neighborhood 
Citizen Participation in Urban Renewal 
The general theoretical framework of this analysis 
is the application of certain group work concepts by the pro-
fessional worker to his work with citizen groups. Therefore 
a brief description of group work is needed. Generally, the 
group work method of social work is seen as 
235. 
the conscious attempt to help people become more ef• 
fective in group situations and to find c£~on inter-
ests and mutual satisfaction in doing so. 
Group work, as a method, "is applicable to all 
11Eileen Younghusband , Training for Social Work , p. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
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situations where there are groups who are moving toward goals 
12 
and with a worker to help them." Like other methods of 
social work, group work uses the method of collecting facts, 
assessing them, and choosing appropriate methods for using 
them. 13 Through this group work process, individuals and 
groups are enabled to develop and grow to their greatest 
potential.14 
The small group is the indispensable reservoir for 
the development of leadership for a democratic society. 
This development of leadership and responsibility in 
large segments of the pop~lation is an essential ele-
ment in social progress .l~ 
One might ask: Don't these potentials of working 
with groups exist independently of Urban Renewal Programs? 
They do exist, but Federal Urban Renewal Programs , with their 
requirement for citizen participation, provide a unique op~ 
portunity for a large number of citizens in urban areas to 
realistically participate in the affairs of their com_munities 
for the first time. This program of the development of more 
wholesome and attractive urban neighborhoods provides for the 
uparticipation by the people themselves in efforts to improve 
12Alan F. Klein, Society, Democracy, and the GrouE, 
p. xiv. 
13Gisela Konopka, 11 ~ocial Groupwork: A Social Work 
Method," Social Work , Vol. 5, No . 4 (October, 1960), p. 57. 
1~lein, OE• cit., p. xvi. 
l5Younghusband, OE• cit., P• 235. 
their level of living with as much reliance as possible on I 
their own initiative."16 It is difficult to conceive of such j 
participation in American society without the use of organized 1 
~o~s. I 
With the assistance of a professional worker, the 
group experiences of neighborhood citizen groups can help 
their "members to responsibly participate as citizens and 
often as neighbors in areas of social tension and disorgani-
zation."17 Since, in a restricted sense, Urban Renewal is 
directed toward the elimination of slums and blight in our 
American cities, there is an obvious need for responsible 
citizen groups in these areas of social tension and disorgani-
zation. 
Generally, the group work literature makes four 
classifications of groups: 1) friendship groups; 2) interest 
groups; 3) formed groups (usually for treatment purposes); 
and 4) groups that exist to fulfill some purpose outside them-
selves.18 Neighborhood citizen groups exist primarily to 
improve conditions in the neighborhood, which is a purpose 
outside themselves. 
In addition to these classifications, groups differ 
16 Ibid., P• 77. 
17 Grace Coyle, "Basic Assumptions about Social Group 
Work," Social Work Curriculum Series, Vol. XI, p. 95. 
18 Younghusband, op. cit., P• 237. I 
11. 
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in their orientation. In groups which are growth- oriented, 
the worker has 
to be aware of each individual ' s specific needs and will 
sometimes have to offer group experiences which resemble 
those of the primary group, the family •••• In task-
oriented groups, the worker understands the needs of in-
dividuals but will focus more on accomplishment of group 
goals.l9 
The orientation of the group can be an extreme of growth-
orientation, e . g . , group therapy, or the other end of the 
continuum which is task-orientation, e . g . , Board of Directors. ! 
By nature neighborhood citizen groups are more oriented toward 
the task of neighborhood improvement. However, it is possible 
that individual behavior which is detrimental to the neighbor-
hood can be helped to change by participation in a neighbor-
hood citizens' group. 
The social worker in a case work setting uses the 
primary tool of the interview to eff ect change in the client . 
The social worker in a group work setting uses the group pro-
cess of interaction of individuals with each other and the 
worker as the primary tool to effect change in one client , 
several c l ients , or all the individuals in the group. In 
order that this group process can move toward the desired 
objectives , the group worker must carefully analyze the use 
of himself , the program of activities of the group, and sig-
nificant factors affecting the group in its environment. The 
professional use of self and careful consideration of 
12. 
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environmental factors are common to all three methods of 
social work, case work, group work, and community organiza-
tion. 
The group work literature places considerable empha• 
sis on the potential of group work settings for training for 
future citizenship and future leadership. Group work with 
neighborhood citizen groups is not future-oriented in the 
same respect, b.ecause it provides opportunities for respons-
ible leadershi-p and citizenship for the community in the 
present. 1l 
The foregoing discussion indicates that neighborhood i 
citizen groups exist for a purpose external to themselves 11 
(neighborhood improvement), are task-oriented, and have the J 
potential for the development of democratic participation and 
leadership in the neighborhoods of the urban community. The 
social worker can use certain group-work concepts to help in 
the development of these citizen groups. The concepts se-
lected from the practice of group work for this use are: 
1. Development of positive group identity; 
2. Development of indigenous lead.ership; 
3. Development of parti~ipation of group members• 
4• Constructive use of community and group conflict. 
These group work concepts were used as a framework 
to analyze the activities of a professional worker assigned 
to develop citizen participation in Urban Renewal in a 
13. 
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residential district of Boston. Certain sub-headings under 
these group work concepts were developed from both group work j 
theory and evidence from the data as it was analyzed. This 
formulation, as it proves applicable, is intended to contrib• 
ute to the conceptualization of community organization the~ 
ory. The description of what one worker did in developing 
citizen participation in Urban Renewal should also be helpful 
to other workers assigned similar responsibilities. Furtherw 
more, this is a description of some of the possible ways 
that social workers with their specific professional train-
ing and background can contribute to development of citizen 
participation programs. 
- - -- - --··-- -- -
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CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF THE COMMUNITY, ITS CITIZEN GROUPS, 
AND SOURCE OF DATA 
Description of Communityl and Its Relation to Urban Renewal 
This study will cover the first year's work (1960) 
of a professional social worker assigned by the Health and 
Welfare Council for Metropolitan Boston to the largest resi~ 
dential district in the City of Boston to develop citizen 
participation in Urban Renewal . The request for a profes-
sional worker in this district originated in the district 
Inter-Agency Council and the City of Baston Planning Depart~ 
ment. 
According to the 1960 census, the district has a 
population of 186 1 639 people The population has maintained 
itself in spite of an over-all decline of 114,000 people i n I! 
Boston's population over t he last ten years. However, the lj 
district has been undergoing a change in makeup of the popula-
tion. Migration of Negroes into some of the neighborhoods 
1 The names of the district and 
are withheld in order not to disturb a 
tinues to take place. Pseudonyms have 
specific groups selected for study. 
-
nei ghborhood groups 
process which con-
been used for the 
I 
- -· -
.. 15 - I 
I 
-
which were formerly Jewish follows the pattern of many large 
urban neighborhoods. Ethnic groups in descending order of 
size are Irish-Catholic, Jewish, white Anglo-Saxon Protestant, 
Negro, Polish, and Italian. Neighborhoods usually have a 
predominant ethnic group, but not exclusively so. No neigh~ 
borhood is known to be predominantly Protestant or Italian. j 
Generally, the housing is seventy to eighty years old. 
City planners estimate that eighty per cent of the housing 
could be conserved for the next fifty years if properly main-
tained. At the extreme southern end of the district there is 
a considerable amount of new housing not dissimilar to the 
newer suburbs for moderate income families. In contrast to 
this in t he northern end of the district there is a develop-
ing condition of slums and blight. The typical housing type 
is the three-decker with minimum open space, but there is a 
significant number of large homes which were originally for 
single families and are gradually being converted into 
multiple dwelling units. 
The district is pear-shaped, and extends five miles 
from north to south and approximately two to three miles 
from east to west. The district is bounded by the Atlantic 
Ocean on the east, a river on the south, and a large area of 
open park land and cemeteries on the west. The smaller 
northern boundary follows census tracts rather than natural 
boundaries, and is indistinguishable from the neighboring 
16. 
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districts on the north which separate the district from the 
central business core of the city of Boston. 
The district's transportation links with the central 
business district of the city are one rapid-transit train 
with feeder bus lines, and an expressway recently built be• 
tween the district and the waterfront on the east. Other 
major streets are generally inadequate and cause traffic con• 
gestion. The district's residential street pattern is ir-
regular, and often follows the topography of the many hills. 
There are two railroad lines cutting through the district 
which are now used exclusively for freight-hauling. 
Historically, the district existed as a town prior to 
annexation to the City of Boston in 1870. It was actually 
settled by the early Puritans in 1630, prior to Boston's 
settlement. Two of the district's Protestant churches date 
back to this early date. Before the Irish immigration in 
the nineteenth century the district was predominantly white 
Anglo-Saxon Protestant. The Irish immigration stimulated the 
extensive building of the three-decker tenements. The Prot" 
estants lived in the larger single-family homes, and gradu-
ally decreased in number because of moving to the suburbs. 
Jewish immigration after 1900 affected neighborhoods on the 
northern end of the district and on the west. These neighbor-
hoods, formerly Irish, became primarily Jewish and are now 
becoming Negro. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
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The district consists of a series of at least thir-
teen neighborhoods, with no central focal point; in the 
original town, the district was broken down into t hirteen 
ttcolonies." Each neighborhood usually has a focal point of 
retail stores or churches. The lack of a district focal 
point, and the sheer size of the district itself, contributes 
to an absence of district~de identity. l?'olitically, resi-
dents have been unable to exert pressure on elected officials 
to institute public improvements in the district or to be an 
effective political force in the city. The political wards 
are typically gerrymandered, and have no relation to nei gh~ 1 
borhoods . Other sub-divisions, such as school districts, 
postal districts, and health and welfare districts, have 
similar disregard for neighborhood boundaries. The Catholic 
parish boundaries have the closest ide.ntity with what seem 
to this observer to be more natural neighborhood boundaries. 
Prior to the Spring of 1960 the district was consid-
ered to have top priority for the Boston Urban Renewal Pro-
gram, following a philosophy of rolling back the blight, I 
This philosophy was t o move out to the edge of the blighted 
areas and stapilize the neighborhoods with comprehensive code 
enforcement and spot demolition, thus controlling the s pread 
of the blight. The program then proceeds inward to the 
core~city with the more expensive programs of Urban Renewal I 
I, 
whi ch qualify for federal funds. Such Urban Renewal treatment I 
I 
18. 
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as was anticipated for this district involves a minimum of 
public action and a maximum of initiative of residents in 
self~help improvements. 
With the advent of a new city administration and the 
hiring of a superior Urban Renewal administrator to direct 
Boston's Urban Renewal Program, the basic philosophy was 
changed. An ambiti~s program of first undertaking the most 
difficult -and expensive problems was developed, presented, 
and approved. This meant that the city's major resources 
would be concentrated in the most difficult areas and less 
attention would be given to the more stable districts. Cor-
I 
respondingly, the migration of minorities and problem families ! 
would be expedited by the expanded Urban Renewal Programs, 
exerting tremendous pressure on the districts located in 
adjacent areas. Under this program, about fifteen per cent 
of the district at the extreme northern end was included in 1 
the General Neighborhood Renewal Program of the adjacent dis .. 
trict. The rest of the area was slated for an improvement 
program which has not yet been fully developed or placed in 
operation. 
The decision to assign the social worker to the dis-
trict was based partially on the urban renewal priorities 
prevailing prior to the reorganization of Boston's Urban Re-
newal Program. With the change in public policy, the district 
lost its top priority and thus would receive less attention 
I 
'I 
19. 
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I 
from the city government. No organized program was developed I 
by the city for districts outside federal renewal areas. 
Therefore just what Urban Renewal Program the worker might 
assist citizen participation in became nebulous. The worker 
was required to help the citizen groups to work within this I 
::::rp::::::t:h::: :::::o:v:n:::::;·~: :::::::::::: ::::·::a- I 
official city-sponsored program for improvement areas. 2 
When the worker was assigned to this district in 
January, 1960, there were four existing neighborhood associ-
\ 
ations. In the course of this year one of these four associ- I 
i 
ations was reorganized, and five new neighborhood associations !! 
I in other neighborhoods were developed. Some of these groups I 
organized spontaneously; others were initiated with the help 
of the worker. The worker assisted these groups in formi ng 
district-wide, inter-group activities which developed into 
a district-wide organization known as the Neighborhood Federa-
tion.3 
Source of Data 
During the year the worker gave assistance in various 
ways to a total of approximately twenty-five different 
211 Improvement arean is the term used in Boston to 
designate areas not included in the Federal Urban Renewal Pro~ 
gram but considered an integral part of the city's over-all 
Urban Renewal Program. I 
3This is a pseudonym. See footnote, p. 1.5 above. I 
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organized citizens' groups. In order to analyze the activ-
ity of the worker, all available written material on these 
groups was collected , including the group's written summaries 
or minutes of meetings, the worker '-s own rough notes of 
meetings attended, newspaper articles and publicity material 
concerning the groups, and the worker's daily work calendar. 
A basic deficiency lies in the fact that this kind of data 
is not gathered with research in mind. Thus, to analyze 
the data available, within the limitations of time and scope 
of this study, a selection had to be made, first on the 
number of groups to b~ analyzed, and secondly on the kinds 
of available data. 
II 
Two of the neighborhood associations have been chosen I 
as being representative of the nine neighborhood groups. I 
They will be called the Eastside Association and the West Park 
Association. Their selection was based on the following 
factors: 
1. They are considered to be representative of 
the neighborhood associations. 
2. They were both involved in a previous abortive 
attempt to have Urban Renewal Improvement Areas 
under a previous city administration. 
3. They serve similar neighborhoods, having about 
the same size and many of the same problems. 
Problems in both neighborhoods are typical for 
the district. 
4. The worker was involved with each group for ap• 
proximately the same amount of time. 
' 
5. 
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Minutes were available for most meetings of both 
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The third citizens' group selected was the Neighbor-
hood Federation which was organized in the district during 
the year to unite the efforts of the nine neighborhood associw 
ations. The formal organization knmm as the Neighborho od 
Federation did not meet until November 1 1960. However , the 
initial stimulus for united efforts of the various neighbor-
hood associations was a series of neighborhood workshops 
which ran weekly for six weeks in May and June. The partici-
pants in the workshops voted to continue meeting during the 
summer, and formed committees to carry out specific assign-
ments on mutual concerns brought out in the workshops. At 
the September meeting of the workshop group a formal organi-
zation proposal for the Neighb orhood Federation was approved 
and sent to the presidents of each of the neighborhood associ-
ations, and a convening committee and chairman were selected. 
A substantial part of the worker's time was devoted 
to the workshops 1 the workshop committees 1 and 1 finally 1 
the Neighborhood Federation. In order to have manageable 
data, the core of the process of organization has been se-
lected; the work of committees, which took a large block of 
the worker's time 1 is excluded from consideration . What is 
here called the core of the organizational process includes: 
two workshop planning meetings, nine workshop sessions, two 
meetings of the convening committee, two Neighborhood Federa-
tion delegate meetings, and one meeting of the Executive 
~'*======,==================- =~=-==-=:.::-==-=----'---===-= r 
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Board. This gives a total of sixteen meetings for which 
written summaries were available. This process, because it 
is continuous, will all be referred to as the .Nei ghborhbod 
Federation, unless specific clarification is needed. 
The minutes taken during the year by the secretary 
of each of the two neighborhood associations were made avail- ,
1 able for use in this analysis. The summaries of the meetings 
I 
I of the Neighborhood Federation were generally prepared by the 
worker, but not specifically for this study or in anticipation 
of it. The worker's daily work calendar for the year was used 
to help clarify the sequence of events and to give evidence 
of the worker's activity in addition to the meetings of the 
groups. In a few instances simple recall was used because 
there was not adequate reference in the written material ana-
lyzed. These instances have been noted in the text. I 
Therefore, the primary source of data used was the I 
written minutes of the two neighborhood associations and the 
written summaries of meetings of the Neighborhood Federation. 1 
I All references to the worker in these data were noted as they I 
related to the specific use of each of the group work concepts 
being studied. For instance, such references as the follow-
ing to the worker's activity regarding by-laws were recorded 
in the minutes of the Eastside Association monthly meetings, 
February -- (Worker) suggested working on formal 
by-laws which could include plans for 
dues, etc. 
23. 
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March --
-
June -- (Worker) volunteered to have by-laws 
duplicated when fini s hed. 
September-- (Worker) gave helpful suggestions for 
changes in by-laws before approved for 
final duplication. 
In this instance, the primary sources of data were adequate 
to illustrate the worker's participation. 
In other instances, supplementary data were used. 
1 An instance is provided by the followin g data references 
regarding the development of elected leadership in the Neigh-
borhood Federation. 
April 
May 9, 16 1 
August 
November 
It was decided that the discussion 
leader for each work~hop would meet 
with the resource person prior to the 
workshop to help develop discussion 
questions. (The worker) agreed to ar-
range for these meetings. (From 
minutes of Workshop Planning Committee.) 
27, and June 2, 7, 10 --Meetings with 
workshop discussion leaders, resource 
persons . and the worker where discussion 
guides were developed. (From worker's 
daily work calendar.) 
--Two appointments with committee chairman 
to review drafts of telegrams and letter 
to state legislature • . One appointment 
with another committee chairman to help 
prepare report to meeting of workshop 
group. (From worker's daily work calen-
dar.) 
-- An appointment with new Neighborhood 
Federation President to plan second 
delegate meeting . 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
December 
-- An appointment to plan first meeting I 
of the Neighborhood Federation Executive I 
Board. 
In the analysis of the worker's participation presented 
! 
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in the following chapters, the frequency is the number of I 
times the worker was referred to in the data. To use the I 
previous examples, the frequency of worker participation in 1 
assisting the Eastside Association was four, and in assisting 
elected leaders in the Neighborhood Federation, thirteen. 
These frequencies are tabulated for each of the major func-
I tions of the worker related to selected group work concepts. 1 
The study is an analysis of what a professional worker ! 
did in working with three citizen groups in one district of 
Boston. It cannot evaluate the effectiveness of the worker 
or of citizen participation in urban renewal. It can point 
out some ways in which social wor k and particular group work 
skills can be utilized in citizen participation settings. 
It may be possible to make some generalizations which might 
be used by other workers with citizen groups; but these 
should be held as highly suspect until further studies of 
workers in similar settings are made. 
I 
! 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER III 
DEVELOPMENT OF POSITIVE GROUP IDENTITY 
Group Identity as a Group Work Concept 
In recent years an abundance of material has been 
written about the behavior of groups. Most of these writings 
include some mention of what is here referred to as group 
identity. A variety of names are given for this quality of 
group life. Konopka describes group bond as the feeling of 
cohesion that makes for a group . Group support is seen as 
the "support that comes from others in the same boat. 111 
Another author uses the term 11 groupness 11 to signify the evolv-
ing quality which endows a group with unique character. 2 
The foregoing are actually dimensions of group identity. 
I 
I! 
I 
I 
I 
Some forms of group identity are not necessarily de-
sirable. Highly-developed group cohesion can lead to an un- j 
desirable exclusiveness when it occurs in a group of citizens 
working for a better community. Healthy group identity can 
both contribute to and be broadened by interaction with other 
groups having similar objectives. Loyalties to the immediate 
1Gisela Konopka , "Social Group Work , A Social Work 
Method," Social Work, Vol. 5, No . 4 (October, 1960), pp. 56-57. 
2Marjorie Murphy, "Social Group Work Method in Social 
Work Education," Social Work Curriculum Series, Vol. XI , p. 80. 
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group are sometimes detrimental when they are not enhanced by 
larger loyalties. 
Groups develop group identity in different ways and 
at quite different rates of progress . Many variables are 
present amongst individuals in groups and in the community 
which affect the development of gr oup identity. Some of 
the pertinent variables are the expectations of the community, 
the specific insights and abilities of members, the previous 
experience of the group, and the presence (or lack of it) of 
a professional community organization worker with the group. 
The one variable here which can be administratively changed 
is the presence of a professional worker. 
This chapter will describe what a professional worker 
did with two neighborhood groups and a community- wide group 
in the development of group identity. The worker directed 
his efforts toward the development of a positive group ident-
ity in the following four areas : 1) clarification of group 
purposes; 2) development of organizational structure; 3) in-
terpretation of group accomplishments; and 4) identification 
with similar groups. 
The following table (p . 28) indicates the frequency 
of worker partic ipation as mentioned in the minutes of meet• 
ings of the two neighborhood groups and the Neighborhood Fed-
eration in these four areas . 
Each instance was noted when the worker was mentioned 
27. 
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TABLE 1 
DEVELOPMENT OF GROUP IDENTITY: FREQUENCY OF I 
WORKER PARTICIPATION I I 
I 
Worker's Con- Eastside West Park Neighborhood I 
tributions to: Association Association Federation 
I 
1 . Clarification of 
Group Purposes 7 2 31 
2 . Development of 
Organizational 
Structure 14 6 35 
I 
3. Interpretation 
of Group Ac- I complishments 4 2 17 
II 
4 · Identification 
with Similar 
Groups 11 14 19 
- -
--Totals 36 24 102 
as participating in the discussion or action of each group. 
The worker was much more active in the development of group J 
identiy in the Neighborhood Federation than in the two neigh~ 
borhood groups. The number of meetings attended was essen-
tially the same for the three groups ; the worker attended 
fifteen meetings of each of the neighborhood groups~ and 
sixteen meetings of the Neighborhood Federation. He is 
mentioned in the meeting minutes of the Neighborhood Federa-
tion more than twice as many times as in those of the Eastside I 
and West Park Associations. 
28. 
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In order to understand the kinds of worker participa-
tion, each area was studied separately. 
Helping to Develop Group Purposes 
Development of a positive group identity is highly 
dependent upon the group's conception of their purpose. The 
group's purpose can be narrow and limiting, or it can be 
broad and imaginative. Most individual members of a group I 
have certain expectations for it. The group begins to de-
velop its own purpose when these individual expectations begin 
to be expressed and some common expectations emerge. The 
worker can then perform an important function if he is able 
to help the group articulate the common objectives of its 
members . 
Each of the neighborhood groups and the district-wide 
group formulated in writing the purposes of their organiza• 
tions during the year studied. 
Eastside Association 
The purposes listed in the By-Laws of the Eastside _ I 
Association are: 
-=-=I== --
a) To encourage residents in the area to participate 
in the improvement of the neighborhood; 
b) To bring about better cooperation of various city 
departments in giving services to the neighborhood; 
c) To study problems in the neighborhood and work out 
ways in which they may be solved; 
29. 
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d) To participate in over-all community planning and 
action, and cooperate with other neighborhood as-
sociations when appropriate. 
e) To avoid commitments to any political party or 
endorsement of individual or group candidacies. 
This does not preclude advocacy of, or opposition 
to, proposed or existing measures affecting the 
general welfare of the area. 
There were seven instances when the worker helped the 
Eastside Association to articulate its objectives. These 
instances fall into four different kinds of a~istance by the 
worker. First, the _worker encouraged the group's use of 
its slogan, "Attractive Homes Mean an Attractive Neighbor-
hood," by including it in minutes, publicity flyers, and 
news articles. Secondly, the worker helped the Steering 
Committee phrase the purposes for its by•laws, and thirdly, 
to include these in a subsequent news article. A fourth 
variety of help was evidenced in the Eastside Association 
when the worker raised the question on whether a proposed 
nblitz" money-raising event coincided with group objectives. 
West Park Association 
The purposes of the West Park Association are stated 
in general terms by its By-Laws: 
The object of this association is to promote and 
improve the civic pride of the res idents of the West 
Park Neighborhood with the aim of bringing about im~ 
proved conditions of our housing accommodations, as 
well as the improved conditions of our real property 
and in keeping and maintaining our streets, sidewalks, 
and highways , and also the land surrounding our homes 
in a clean, wholesome, healthy, sanitary and safe con-
dition, and to otherwise concern ourselves with the 
30. 
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civic needs of the area. (Written in January, 1960.) 
The West Park Association's publicity flyers outlined 
additional goals not included in the By-laws: 
a) To combine efforts to solve community problems; 
b) To work for a modern, efficient, economical com• 
munity; 
c} To provide a channel for participation in plan-
ning for the community's health and welfare needs; 
d) To improve community facilities where it will 
make it possible for all families to live a better 
and more useful life. (Written October, 1960.) 
Significant differences in the scope of objectives 
can be seen between the statement in· the by-laws and the ob-
jectives stated in the publicity flyer. The flyer is much 
broader, and identifies itself with the larger community. 
Participation of the West Park leaders in the Neighborhood 
Federation activities (particularly the workshops) is seen as 
a factor in broadening the group purposes. 
The worker did not participate directly in the draft- I 
ing of either of these sets of purposes for West Park. Min-
utes of meetings do indicate two instances when the worker's 
verbal contributions could be attributed to assisting the 
group with the development of group purposes. In the first 
instance, the worker described various names of other neighw 
borhood associations and the possible difficulties presented 
if a name should be chosen that had political connotations, 
such as the use of the political ward in the group name. 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
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In the second instance, the worker called the group's attention 
to the fact of shifting populations, and asked if the group I 
felt it could include within its purposes a real effort to 
help newcomers to the neighborhood. 
Neighborhood Federation 
When the workshops recommended an over-all organiza~ 
tion of the neighborhood associat ions in the district, tbeir 
organizational proposal to the neighborhood associations in-
eluded a set of purposes which were ratified by the grou~as: 
a) To study, plan, and work for goals common to all 
member neighborhood associations; 
b) To keep informed of all activities inside and out-
side of the district which might affect it; 
c) To gain strength through union in the hope of 
getting more and/or quicker action on the commun-
ity problems; 
d) To help individual neighborhood organizations 
function as effectively as possible; 
e) To detect and develop potential leadership within 
the community. 
f) To assist in the development of new neighborhood 
associations. 
A gradual development of group purposes extended from 
the workshops in the Spring to the formal delegate meetings 
in the Fall. The initial instance of the worker helping the 
group articulate its purposes was the suggestion of the gen-
eral workshop's theme of "Working For a Better (Community). 111 
1 
"Communitytt substituted for District's name. 
32. 
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The worker was also involved in the selec tion of titles for 
. 
. the individual workshop sessions, such as 
:rmnuni tyn; '•what Planning Can Mean to the Co 
"Better Recreation for the Comrnun· ~ ty't; 
"Making Our City Services Work"; 
"'Understanding Your Neighbor"; 
"Keeping Your Neighborhood Organi 
"Working Together for Common Goal 
zations Functioning"; 
s . " 
e workshops The actual program activity of th 
the group to seriously discuss its purpos es. 
enabled 
ommittee When an Organizational Planning C 
it did the initial thinking on the specif. 
W§S formed, 
~c pUrposes based on 
the summaries of the workshop discussions. Although the 
worker did not meet with this committee, he did have several 
discussions with its chairman. In one su ch discussion the 
worker suggested the name of the Neighbor hood Federation 
which was later adopted by the committee and, subsequently, 
by the entire workshop group . A group na me often reflects 
in a general way what the group sees as i ts purpose. In this 
case, the Federation decided that its fun ction was to support 
and service the concerns of the member ne ~ghborhood associa-
tions and to present a united front to th e larger community. 
Helping with Development of Organiza tional Structure 
The worker helps a citizen group develop an 
.~ 
II 
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organization structure providing a consistent framework through 
which formalized group interaction can take place. It is im-
portant that the organizational framework established is meanw 
ingful to the members of the group and serves as an effective 
means for accomplishing the purposes of the group. 
For the three groups studied, the following are 
examples of references in the data to the worker's participa-
tion in establishing or modifying the organizational structure 
for the groups: 
(The Worker) stated that we should start making 
our bywlaws and plan for monthly dues to help finance 
expenses. (From Eastside Association Minutes, Febru-
ary, 1960.) 
• • • 
The group expressed their appreciation to (Worker) 
for the arrangement of all the details for this series 
of workshops. (Workshop Summary--6/16/60. Neighbor-
hood Federation.) 
The references to the worker's assistance in the 
organizational structure were classified in the following ways: 
Preparation of by-laws, elections, arrangements for meetings, 
preparation of agendas, minutes, and appointment of committees. 
The following table shows the frequency of worker participation ! 
in the development of organizational structure for the three 
groups studied. (See P• 35.) 
As this table indicates, the worker gave less assist-
ance in the organizational problems of the West Park Associa-
tion than in those of the Eastside Association. The Neighbor-
hood Federation, passing through a series of organizational 
34· 
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TABLE 2 
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE: FREQUENCY OF WORKER PARTICIPATION 
Worker's Assist- Eastside West Park Neighborhood 
ance with: Association Association Federation 
1. Preparation of 
By-laws 4 2 2 
2. Elections 4 1 3 
3. Arrangements 
for meetings 1 0 6 
4· Preparation 
of agendas 2 3 7 
5. Minutes 1 0 10 
6. Appointment of 
committees 2 0 7 
- -- --
Totals 14 6 35 
patterns, required a higher frequency of worker participation 
in development of organizational structure. 
Close examination of the nature of help given by the 
worker in these categories indicates considerable differences 
in the kind of assistance given . In some instances the 
worker performed such simple services as having the group's 
by-laws duplicated; in others, the worker wrote a rews release, 
or took part in discussions of major group decisions. These 
are different levels of involvement, and it is important to 
distinguish between them. This variety in worker 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
participation is evident in the r eferences to such participa- j 
tion in each group described. 
Eastside Asso ciation 
This association had considerable difficulty with 
organizational problems. Since the group lacked any formal 
or informal by-laws, the worker suggested the need for this 
to the group , and pursued this suggestion at subsequent meet-
ings. When the by-laws were submitted to the Steering Com-
mittee for recommendations, the worker helped in revising 
them. Without a formal set of by-laws the Eastside Associ~ 
ation had no provision for regular elections. The worker 
helped set a date for elections , and arranged for a meeting 
of the Nominating Committee. 
The East side Association had a regular meeting place, 
and monthly meeting dates for the Association and the Steer-
ing Committee, and the worker generally attended both meetings 
each month. On two occasions the worker assisted the Steering 
Committee to prepare an agenda for the general meeting of the 
as so cia t ion. In · the absence of the Secretary at one meeting, 
the worker took the minutes. For the last three months of 
the year, the worker helped supervise a field-work student 
assigned to work with the Eastside Association. Except for 
one meeting which the worker attended during this time, no 
minutes were taken. Although the initial efforts of the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
field-work student were directed toward organizational problems ! 
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-there are no records of the Association by which to examine 
his participation. 
West Park As so ciat'ion 
In contrast to the Eastside Association, the West 
Park Association was well organized. The group required no 
assistance with by•laws, elections, or minutes of meetings. 
The worker arranged for reproduction of the by-laws. On 
several occasions the worker was requested to attend the 
Exe cutive Board meetings , which usually dealt with strategy 
for enlisting the cooperation of a public agency on neighbor~ 
hood problems rather than with organization problems. 
Neighborhood Federation 
The extent of the worker 's direct responsibility for 
organizational mechanics in the Neighborhood Federation was 
substantially more than with the two neighborhood groups . 
This pattern of worker involvement in organizational mechanics 
was established in the workshops when all the legwork for 
meeting arrangements, preparation of minutes, and securing 
resource personnel was carried out under the direction of a 
committee convened by the worker to plan the series o.f work-
shops. This committee consisted primarily of individual 
members of neighborhood associations selected by the worker 
because of their leadership potential . These neighborhood 
leaders met with representatives of several organizations 
-
-
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which agreed to cooperate in the workshops; these included 
the Inter-Agency Council , the League of Women Voters, Branch 
Libraries, Home and School Association, and the Mental Health 
Association. There were two meetings of t his planning com-
mittee during which detailed plans for the workshops were 
made . The worker then would take the responsibility for im• 
plementing the plans. For example, when the committee se-
lected the resource persons they wanted for each workshop, 
the worker contacted them for their acceptance and arranged 
an orientation meeting of the resource person with the dis-
cussion leader, a member of the committee. 
Since the services of a secretarial staff were avail-
able to the worker, many details such as typing meeting not-
II 
I 
ices, programs, minutes, etc. were taken care of by the 
worker's office. Most of these details required the worker's I 
dictation or preparation. For the actual workshop meetings , J 
the worker prepared the meeting room with tables and c hairs , 
etc., and handed out name tags. 
A formal set of by-laws was not adopted by the Neigh• 
borhood Federation during the year studied. However, consid-
arable time and discussion was spent in the preparation of an 
organizational proposal for a federation of neighborhood as-
sociations. The major content of this proposal was drafted 
by a committee delegated by the workshop group. The worker 
did not attend this committee's meetings, but worked closely 
)8. 
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with its chairman in prepari ng the final draft. 
In the initial development of the Neighborhood Feder-
ation during the workshop sessions , the worker had some influ-
ence on the selection of individuals for leadership positions. 
The workshops were led by members of the planning commdttee 
previously mentioned. 
When these workshops elected chairmen for committees 
to follow up concerns of t he workshops, two of the four com-
mittees were headed by workshop discussion leaders. The 
other chairmen were elected from the workshop participants. 
When officers (President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treas-
urer) were elected at the formal organizational meeting of 
the Federation, the President and Secretary had been workshop 
discussion leaders. Except for the initial selection of the 
workshop planning committee, the election process was used. 
The worker did encourage the formation of a committee to 
draft recommendations to be adopted by the workshops and to 
consider possible chairmen for the committees they were pro-
posing, and the committee's preferences were subsequently 
elected by the workshop group. 
The worker prepared all the written summaries of 
discussions for the workshop sessions. As committees were 
organized, the worker encouraged committee members to take 
over this responsibility. Several local social · workers, 
librarians, etc. fixm the cooperating organizations helped 
take minutes of meetings. Several residents also 
39. 
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demonstrated considerable skill in this respect. Since all 
minutes were duplicated by the worker's secretary, the worker 
proofread the rough drafts and made corrections in form, 
for clarity and accuracy. Some changes were made as a matter 
of professional discretion . For example, the strong state-
ments of a city planner concerning corruption in city and 
state government were included in the minutes but restated by 
the worker in such as way that the planner might not be em-
barrassed if the written record should be read by persons 
other than the committee. Such changes were not frequent. 
On most occasions the worker talked with the chairman 
of the Neighborhood Federation group prior to the meeting in 
order to prepare an agenda and confirm details to be included 
in meeting notices mailed by the worker's office. The pattern 
of worker participation in the organizational mechanics estab• 
lished in the initial workshops continued with some modifica-
tion in all Neighborhood Federation groups. 
Helping to Develop Awareness of Group Ace omplishrn.ent s, 
I 
Table 1 indicates a lower frequency of worker partici- I 
pation in the two neighborhood groups in . this area than in 
the others listed. Cit i zen groups ' activities often progress 
slowly, and the individual participants cannot see where 
advancement is occurring. Here the worker can perform a 
valuable function. The records show that the worker performed 
40. 
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such a function in the Eastside Association in three ways: 
1) verbal review in the meeting of the group's history and 
accomplishments; 2) suggestion of a newsletter stating ac-
complishments to the group's mailing list; 3) inclusion of 
II 
I 
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accomplishments in newspaper article. The minutes of meetings 
of the West Park Association give no reference to the worker's I 
performance of this function, but there was one instance 
(recall) in which the worker reviewed the accomplishments 
achieved by well-organized clean-up drives in the neighbor-
hood. The other instance was a review of West Park accomplis~ 
ments before the first delegate meeting of the Neighborhood 
Federation. 
In the records of the Neighborhood Federation, the 
worker's compilation of the written summaries of the workshops 
helped the group see the progress it had made. These written 
summaries were the basis upon which the Recommendations 
Committee proposed organizational means of carrying out the 
concerns of the workshops. Feature newspaper articles written 
by the worker describing the work of the workshops, its com-
mittees, and the Neighborhood Federation helped the group 
to recognize its accomplishments. As a part of the program 
of the first formal Neighborhood Federation meeting, the 
worker gave a brief review of the accomplishments of each of 
the neighborhood associations. This was the first time that 
all the neighborhood associations meeting to gether had heard 
the highlights of all their accomplishments presented at once. 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
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Helping Group Identification with Similar Groups 
In a group 's attempt to define objectives, it is 
sometimes helpful if it can see how similar groups operate. 
The entire process of the inter-group activities in the 
Neighborhood Federation enabled the neighborhood groups to 
identify with each other. Since there was no city-wide 
organization of citizens' groups in Boston at this time, 
there was little opportunity for the Neighborhood Federation 
itself to identify with similar citizen groups in other dis-
tricts of the city. 
The worker helped broader identification of the 
groups studied in three different ways: 1) verbal description 
by the worker of other groups' activities; 2} interchange of 
I
I 
written materials between groups ; 3) helping groups to organ- , 
ize and attend inter- group activities. 
Verbal Descriptions by Worker of Other Group Activities 
The meeting minutes showed only one instance in the 
Eastside Association, and none in the West Park Association, 
when ·the worker gave verbal descriptions of other groups' 
activities • . The description of each neighborhood associa• 
tion 1 s accomplishments at the first Neighborhood Federation 
Delegate Meeting also served this purpose. In the same 
speech the worker also briefly described citizen groups' 
activites in other districts of the city. 
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Interchange of Written Materials Between Groups 
• There was only one instance in the nei ghborhood 
groups studied in which the worker facilitated the interchange 
of written materials . The worker gave the Eastside Associa-
tion By-laws Committee copies of completed by-laws of three 
other neighborhood associations. The worker used the oppor-
tunity of the workshops to make displays of materials used 
by the various neighborhood associations. These displays in• 
eluded news clippings, membership cards, meeting agendas, 
publicity posters, by-laws, flyers, etc. The worker collected 
and distributed pamphlets and publicity materials of similar 
citizen groups in other cities. In one instance the worker 
had a press article duplicated and distributed which described \ 
citizen group activity in another district of the city. A 
written description of other district-wide organizations such 
as the Inter~Agency Council, League of Women Voters, etc. 
was compiled by the worker and distributed to the Neighbor-
hood Federation delegates. 
Helping Groups Organize and Attend Inter-group Activities 
I 
All the worker's activities which helped bring about I 
inter-group activities between the neighborhood associations 
in the Neighborhood Federation are applicable here. In addi• 
tion to helping with the Neighborhood Federation activities, 
the worker aided in engendering this broader identification 
in his direct work with the two neighborhood groups. In j 
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relation to the workshops, the worker asked both these 
groups to share in the cost of the workshops, which they did. 
During the period of the workshops the worker arranged for 
rep~esentatives of the Eastside Association and the West 
Park Association to speak to an Urban Renewal Bus Tour of 
the city (including the district), sponsored by the League 
of Women Voters. When the formal organization proposal was 
sent to the neighborhood groups , the worker followed up 
the .proposal by encour~ging discussion of it. When both 
groups had bad street-lighting on a major street running 
through both districts, the worker encouraged a joint approach 
to city officials on the problem. 
The two instances involving inter-group activity, 
which concerned the West Park Association only, were an in-
vitation by the worker for the Vice-President to attend a 
public community forum in another section of the district, 
and an arrangement to have the President speak to the Inter-
Agency Council. 
In three instances the worker was involved in bring-
ing about inter-group activities in the Neighborhood Federa-
tion. The first instance was the involvement of what were 
called the Cooperating Organizations in the workshops. 
These cooperating organizations included the Inter-Agency 
Council, the League of Women Voters, the Home and School 
Association, the Mental Health Association, Branch Libraries, 
I ' 
and the Mayor's Rehabilitation and Conservation Committee. 
These same organizations were later invited to have voting 
delegates in the Neighborhood Association; these delegates 
were not permitted to hold office. 
Summary and Discus sion 
All the groups made a formal statement of objectives 
during the year, and the worker, directly or indirectly, had 
some part in its accomplishment. The worker was directly 
involved in helping the Eastside Association set up its 
by-laws and the Neighborhood Federation in the preparation 
of its proposal of organization to the neighborhood associa-
I 
I 
II 
I 
.I 
I 
tions. This help was given by assisting groups in organizing I 
committees to study purposes, in arranging meetings, and 
in proofreading and duplicating material. The worker's ef• 
forts simply p~ovided the opportunity for the groups to 
articulate their purposes. The worker only indirectly influ-
enced the statement of objectives in the West Park Associa• 
I 
I 
tion. The worker had a part in establishing the series of 1 
workshops which were the forerunner to the eighborhood Fed~ 
eration, and their influence is seen as substantially con-
tributing to the development of the purposes of the West Park 
Association. 
The worker's focus in reference to organizational 
structure with the neighborhood groups was to enable them 
F=r=.-
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to function and to maintain their organizations without ex-
tensive help from the worker. The worker's relationship with I 
the Neighborhood Federation became more formally structured 
than with the neighborhood groups. Participants in Neighbor-
hood Federation activities developed definite expectations 
of certain organizational functions that the worker would 
perform. The expectations of the two neighborhood groups were 
less definite, and the worker performed organizational tasks 
only when either local resources were not available or the 
group was having a difficult time and needed encouragement. 
The instances when the worker contributed to the 
awareness of group accomplishment were comparatively few. 
However, as these groups continue in the long, hard pursuit 
of a better community, this kind of interpretation will be 
increasingly important to help the group maintain a positive 
group identity. 
The confrontation and interact ion of groups having 
similar purposes served as a stimulus for the development of 
group identity. Initially, neighborhood groups were uncertain 
as to exactly what they were. Inter~group activities provided 
an excellent laboratory for working out their perceptions of 
group identity, and an increasing amount of the worker's time 
was spent in developing such activities. Since the worker 
had a district-wide responsibility, this result could have 
been anticipated. Inter-group activities have direct bearing 
46. 
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on the development of participation in the group and commun~ 
ity, and thus they will be discussed in this connection in 
Chapter v. 
The concept of group identity as developed in this 
chapter is quite broad. It extends from such considerations 
as choosing a group name to the group's interaction with I 
other groups. Since the groups studied are seen in the con-
text of citizen participation for Urban Renewal, the group 
identity they develop will affect their ability to part i cipate 
and to gain the support of the larger community. The fore-
going analysis has not attempted to evaluate the effectiveness \ 
of these citizen groups in developing a group identity, but 
rather to describe how the professional worker's activities 
related to this development. 
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CHAPTER IV 
I 
DEVELOPMENT OF I NDIGENOUS LEADERSHIP 
Leadership in Groups 
If Urban Renewal Programs , by nature, rely much on 
the initiative and acceptance of responsibility by the citi-
zens themselves, it is desirable to have effective democratic 
leadership in citizen organizations. 
During the last twenty years there has been consider-
able development of insight into exactly what leadership is. 
11Leadership is that quality in an individual which enables 
him to affect the intentions and voluntary actions of an~ 
I other."l This definition of leadership could apply to the 
I professional as well as to leadershi p existing within the 
group. 
Indigenous leadership L!efer~ to one or more members 
of a group who may or may not guide it constructively 
but who have the capacity to influence others' be-
havior in special and general situations, the ability 
to relate the skills required to meet given situations, 
and capacity to develop loyalty to himself.2 
It is the development of indigenous leadership which 
I will be the focus of thfs chapter. All group members have 
1 Helen I. Clarke, "Definition of a Leader ," The Group , 
March, 1951, p. 11. 
I 2Ibid., p. 10. 
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potentialities for some degree and quality of leadership and 
the leadership role is assumed by different members of the 
group in different situations. 
Recent observations, particularly in the group dynam• 
ics field,3 see leadership as a set of functions performed in 
a group which must be assumed by group members in order that 
the group may progress . Some of the leadership functions can 
be performed by the elected leadership in the group, or by 
group members. Group experiences are seen as a dynamic pro• 
cess, and leadership as quite flexible. 
Ross and Hendry, in New Understandings of Leadership , 
take issue with the idea that leadership is not embodied in 
an individual but is a set of functions assumed by various 
group members . Ross and Hendry feel that groups continually 
formalize leadership by the selection of a central figure 
(chairman, president , etc.), 11 who in the minds and actions of 
the group is recognized as the leader.u4 
Roles in a group tend to be structured (rather than 
flexible) and the leadership role is probably related 
to personality factors , to the attitudes and needs of 
the followers at a particular time •••• Leadership 
is probably a function of interact ion of such vari• 
ables, and these undoubtedly provide for role differ-
entiation which leads to the designation of a central 
figure or leader without prohibiting other members in 
the group performing leadership functions in various 
3Dorwin Cartwright and Alvin Zander , Group Dynamics 
Research and Theory, pp . 538 and 539. 
~urray G. Ross and Charles E. Hendry, New Under-
standings of Leadership, p. 35. 
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ways, and at various times, in the life of the group.5 
Ross and Hendry accept the idea that leadership can 
be shared at various times by several members of the group , I 
but feel that group interaction develops an institutionaliza-
tion of leadership in a central figure. They make a further 
distinction between elected and emergent leadership. Often 
emergent leaders have a tendency to support their own opinions I 
and argue more than appointed leaders. "Emergent leaders I 
6 
have to establish their leadership by more forceful behavior ,u 
while elected leaders have the security of the status given 1 
them by the group . 
The group worker is especially interested in locating 
those individuals who show signs of being able to assume 
leadership responsibilities. ttif the group is to carry out 
its own program, it must have leadership from its own mem-
7 bers. 11 ''The group worker helps develop socially desirable 
qualities of leadership in individuals and groups. 118 If 
emergent leadership for lack of definite responsibility has 
a tendency to be detrimental to the group 's progress, the I 
group worker serves a valuable function if he can help these 
emerging leaders accept formal responsibility and make 
6Ibid., p. 99. 
7Harleigh Tre cker, Social Group Work, p. 92. 
8John McDowell, "Community Organization Methods Re-
quired for Effective Practice of Social Group Work,u Social 
Work Curriculum Series, Vol. III, p. 180. 
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constructive use of their energies. The group worker with 
citizen groups can help elected leaders develop appropriate 
skills and attitudes, and help emergent leaders develop and 
accept responsibility. 
A counter-responsibility of the group worker with re• 
gard to indigenous leaders is to help the group both support 
and limit their leadership.9 Groups must come to recognize 
that they have a definite responsibility to support their 
elected leadership so that it may be effective. Conversely, 
the group is represented by this leadership and has the obli• 
gat ion to see that its lea·dership follows policies and pro ... 
'I 
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cedures with which the group is in essential agreement. Gro~ 
often have a difficult time supporting and limiting t heir 
leadership, and the group worker can be helpful in this re-
spect. 
To foster healthy group development, indigenous lead-
ership must grow, develop, and change. Leadership must have 1 
the continuous opportunity to develop from within the group , I 
and appropriate opportunities should be available for its 
expression. The worker can assist exist ing leaders to broaden 1 
I 
their horizons by inter-group activities which offer new chal• 
lenges for leadership and provide more opportunities for 
emerging leadership in their own group . Often the tasks of I 
citizen groups are so many that there are more opportunities 
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• 
for leadership within the group itself than there are members 
I 
to meet them. The effort here is to help keep the group 1 
leadership flexible enough to allow for healthy transition and ll 
extension of leadership. 
This chapter will deal with the instances in the 
three groups studied when the worker: 
1. Helped elected leaders develop appropriate skills 
and attitudes; 
2. Helped emergent leaders develop and accept re-
sponsibility; 
3. Helped the group to either support or limit their 
elected leaders; 
4. Enabled leaders to participate in inter-group ac-
tivities and accept wider leadership responsibil• 
ities. 
Table 3 (following page) indicates the number of 
instances in which the worker directly participated in the 
development of indi genous leadership. 
II 
There is a relationship between the frequency of 
worker participation in the development of group leadership 1! 
and the existing leadership status in each group. In the I 
Eastside Association, where the worker is reported to be 
working much more with emerging leaders than elected leaders, 
the President had moved to another district of the city and 
did not wish to resign. In this situation, the worker at-
tempted to strengthen leadership within the group and helped 
the group set up new elections. 
The West Park Ass ociation had an internal conflict 
52. 
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TABLE 3 
DEVELOPMENT OF I NDI GENOUS LEADERSHIP: 
FREQUENCY OF WORKER PARTICIPATION 
Worker Contri- Eastside West Park Neighborhood 
butions to: Association Assoc i ation Federation 
1. Development of 
elected leaders 3 6 13 
2. Development of 
emergent leaders 10 6 10 
3· Group support 
and limits of 
leadership 3 3 0 
4- Extension of leadership to 
inter-group 
activities 8 10 3 
- - -
Totals 24 25 26 
for power and status betweep the President and the Executive 
Board, and the frequency of the worker's participation re-
fleets his attempt to serve in a mediator role . The dynamics 
of the worker's role in this conflict will be discussed in a 
later chapter . 
The worker was substantially involved as he assisted 
the leadership in the two neighborhood groups to extend t heir 
leadership into inter-group activities. This was a reflection 
of the organizational process of the Neighborhood Federation 
and the worker's close rela tionship to it. 
I 
I 
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The frequency of worker participation in the develop-
ment of leadership in the Neighborhood Federation could have 
been anticipated due to the fact that it was such a new or-
ganization, with newly-elected leaders who often need much 
more assistance from the worker in the early stages of organ-
ization. Emerging leadership needs encouragement to accept 
responsibility. New organizations, as a rule, seldom have a 
problem of limiting or supporting their leaders. It would be 
premature to expect them to extend their leadership to 
broader inter-group activities in the early stages of devel-
opment. 
Development of Elected Leaders 
In the Eastside Association there were three instances I 
in which the worker assisted the development of the elected 
President. During association meetings on two diff erent oc-
casions the worker made procedural suggestions to assist the 
President in conducting the business meeting of the group. 
In the other instance, the worker drafted a letter to be sent 
to the Mayor by the President, and talked with the latter by 
phone about the letter. 
The data show three contacts with the President and 
one contact with the Vice-President in the West Park Associa-
tion. The worker met with the President to discuss his antic-
ipated testimony before the City Council on legislation which 
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the West Park Association supported. Two contacts related to J1 
the appointment of West Park delegates to the Neighborhood 
Federation. Here the worker attempted to help the President 
understand some bad feeling resulting from his appointments 
and see a way in which the difficulty could be resolved. 
Elected leaders are being discussed in the framework 
of a central figure, which in the groups under consideration 
was the President or Chairman. However, on one occasion the 
Vice~President of the West Park Association assumed the posi-
tion of the central figure when i t became necessary for him 
to preside at a public protest me et ing sponsored by the group. 
The worker helped him to prepare an agenda and strategy for 
the meeting which would tend to accomplish the aims of the 
group as well as keep the meeting under control. 
Elected leaders in the Neighborhood Federation in~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
eluded workshop discussion leaders , workshop committee chair- 1 
men when their work related to action taken by the workshop 
group, convening chairmen, and the President of the Neighbor-
hood Federation. These leaders wer e assisted by the worker 
thirteen times . 
The worker gave the most direct assistance to the 
workshop discussion leaders , arranging for each discussion 
leader and himself to meet with the resource person to make 
plans for each workshop discussion. From these preliminary 
meetings the worker prepared a discussion guide for the 
I 
! 
I 
I 
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leader's use of questions framed to stimulate participation 
and to bring out the key issues decided on with the resource 
person. In one instance the worker acted as discussion leader 1 
for a short time when the leader was late; the leader was able 
to pick up the discussion easily, since the worker had fol~ 
lowed the prepared discussion guide. 
After the initial series of six workshops, the work~ 
shop committee began to recommend that action of the workshop 
group be taken on certain crucial issues facing the district. 
After the workshop group had endorsed the committees' recom-
mendations, the worker assisted the chairman of each commit-
tee to write letters or telegrams to the appropriate public 
officials stating the action taken. On one occasion the 
worker helped a committee chairman to prepare a report of 
his committee's work for a workshop group meeting. 
The worker assisted the convening chairman of the 
Neighborhood Federation to write appropriate letters to 
neighborhood associations requesting the'ir consideration of 
membership in the Neighborhood Federation. The worker atw 
tended the two meetings of the convening committee and made 
several suggestions to the convening chairman on appropriate 
agenda and procedures for elections. A similar pattern was 
repeated with the newly-elected Neighborhood Federation Pres-
ident, except that the planning for the delegate meeting 1111as 
the collaborative effort of President and worker without the 
I 
II 
li 
I 
I, 
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benefit of a commit tee. 11 
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Development of Emer gent Leaders 
As noted in the previous chapter, the Eastside As-
sociation had many organizational problems. The elected 
leadership was inexperienced and as a result laborious meet-
ings tended to discourage the imagination and enthusiasm of 
members. Potential leaders were dropping out due to the 
group ' s poor morale. The worker first located key people 
residing in the neighborhood and called on them. Calls on 
six different individuals resulted in their attendance at 
subsequent meetings of the group. Four of these persons 
assumed some kind of formal leadership responsibility during 
the year . When emerging leadership proposed constructive 
ideas for the group's consideration, the worker would attempt 
to support the ideas without alienating existing leadership. 
The worker• ' s suggestion of committee structure provided an 
opportunity to legitimize their leadership and increase the 
number of leadership opportunities . 
I From the beginning of the worker's contact with the 
I 1 West Park Association, a struggle for leadership of the group 
existed. The elected leader, as a member of a relatively 
high status profession, was felt by the group to be its best 
spokesman. However, emerging leadership consistently dis~ 
agreed and challenged the elected leadership , and the conse-
quent struggle was doing a disservice to the group as a whole. 
The worker met consistently with the Executive Board, which 
~-~---------~ 
the President did not attend for reasons of his own. Through i 
the medium of the Executive 
contacts, the worked helped 
Board meetings and individual !J 
direct the energies and abilities 1 
I 
of the emerging leadership toward accomplishing the tasks of 1 
the group. The resulting accomplishments brought praise from II 
I, 
the President, and the struggle for leadership became second- ! 
ary to task accomplishment. Toward the end of the year this 
leadership conflict erupted over what the emerging leadership ! 
felt to be a conflict of interest on the part of the Presi~ 
dent. The role of the worker in this conflict will be de-
scribed in Chapter VI. 
The worker's assistance in the development of emerg~ 
ing leadership is less obvious in the data of the Neighbor-
I 
I 
! hood Federation than in that of the two neighborhood groups. ' 
Initially, the worker suggested that the members of the work- ! 
I 
shop planning committee serve as discussion leaders for the 11 I 
workshops. The worker's participation in the small committee · 
which developed recommendations from the workshops is another · 
instance of his encouragement of individuals to assume lead- [ 
II 
ership responsibility by accepting committee chairmanships. !I 
!I 
The worker's contacts with the participants in the Neighbor~ !i 
hood Federation took place at both the district-wide and !I 
:I I 
neighborhood levels. The data indicate that work with emerg ... il 
II 
ing leadership occurred primarily at the neighborhood level. i 
,I 
For instance, the worker spent considerable time in 
:j 
develo~rng i 
!i 
•I 
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emerging leadership in the two neighborhood groups, and two 
of these individuals became effective committee chairmen in 
the Neighborhood Federation. 
Group Supports and Limits of Leadership 
There were three instances when the worker helped the 
Eastside Association limit its leadership. When the Presi-
dent had been absent from three meetings, the worker encour-
aged the group to contact him and urge his attendance. When 
meetings were poorly run and discussion continually rambled, 
the worker supported a group member's suggestion that meet• 
ings have a definite agenda. When the group seemed to be 
overlooking the fact that annual meeting and elections were 
due, the worker urged appointment of a nominating committee 
and the setting of a date for elections. Several conversa-
tions (recall) with members concerned the President moving 
from the neighborhood, which disturbed the group. There 
were many instances (recall) when the worker endeavored to 
get the West Park Association to support its elected Presi-
dent. On one occasion, the worker questioned (recall) the 
group's reelection of the President about whom they had so 
many complaints. When the Executive Board initiated proceed• 
ings to obtain the President's resignation, t he worker was 
involved on two occasions. The worker was asked to communi-
cate with the President on behalf of the group, since group 
members had been unable to reach him. 
~----~----------~--------
I The initial leadership in the Neighborhood Federation J 
I was experienced, and thus there was little need to help the 
group set limits on leadership. However, the worker urged 
that action of the Executive Board of the Neighborhood Fed~ 
eration require ratification by the larger delegate body. 
This provided a procedural limitation on the action of the 
officers and the Executive Board. 
Extension of Leadership to Inter-group Activities 
The worker had district-wide responsibility for de -
veloping citizen participation, and its counterpart, citizen 
leadership. The worker wished to develop leadership at both 
the neighborhood and district-wide levels. Inherent in the 
organization of the Neighborhood Federation was the fact that 
leadership must come from the neighborhood associations. 
The worker therefore focused on developing the emerging lead-
ership in the two neighborhood groups with these two possi-
bilities in mind: 1) strengthening leadership with the 
neighborhood group; 2) developing potential leadership for 
activities of the Neighborhood Federation. Therefore, the 
extension of leadership to inter-group activities for the two 
neighborhood groups deals with the efforts of the worker to 
help Eastside Association and West Park Association members 
to assume leadership in the Neighborhood Federation. 
Three Eastside Association members accepted 
I 
II 
! 
I 
' I 
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Neighborhood Federation leadership assignments with the sup• 
port of the worker; two were discussion leaders for the workw 
shops, and the worker helped them prepare for this assign~ 
ment; the third was appointed as Recreation Chairman for the 
Eastside Association. When the workshops recommended the 
creation of a Recreation Study Committee for the entire dis-
trict, the worker suggested that this Eastside Recreation 
Chairman might be a c hairman. The worker helped the individ- I 
ual see that the needs of the Eastside Association and the 
Neighborhood Federation could be mutually served by the same 
committee. 
Two members of the Wes t Park Association assumed posi-
tions of leadership in the Neighb orhood Federation. They were II 
initially invited by the worker to serve on the workshop plan"" JI 
ning committee and both became discussion leaders for the 
workshops, with the worker assisting their preparation. The 
worker was asked (recall) his reaction to the assumption by 
these persons of continuing leadership responsibility, and 
he gave them his support. One became chairman of the District 
Planning Committee, and the other became President of the 
Neighborhood Federation. Once these West Park members had 
taken these leadership positions, the worker worked intens-
ively with them in that capacity. 
Since the Neighborhood Federation was in its infancy 
'wring the year studied, there were no clear examples of j 
61. 
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extension of leadership to inter- group activities as far as 
city-wide activities were c?ncerned. In one instance the 
worker recommended a list of district representatives to at~ 
tend a city-wide meeting where the Mayor and Development Ad-
ministrator explained the city ' s Urban Renewal P.rogram. Ex-
tension of leadership within the district took place when 
leadership representing the Neighborhood Federation spoke be-
fore the district int er - agency counuil, with the worker as-
' 
sisting and participating in the presentation . As a result 
of the challenge of Neighborhood Federation leaders, the 
Inter- Agency Council appointed a committee to study the social 
aspects of urban renewal. 
Summary and Dis cussion 
An important area of worker activity lay in the 
development of indigenous leadership . Actually, the worker , 
in giving professional leadership to these groups, focused 
on the development of leadership fromwithin these groups 
rather than attempting to bring leadership from an external 
source. 
From the foregoing description , it appears that the 
worker had limited influence in developing the elected lead-
ership of the two nei ghborhood groups . He was more involved 
in the development of elected leaders ' skills and attitudes 
in the Neighborhood Federation. The organizational relation-
ships of _the groups studied seemed to focus the worker's 
efforts on emerging leadership of the neighborhood groups. 
The over-all need to develop new leadership for the district 
from the ranks of the 
to do a disservice to 
hood groups studied. 
neighborhood association had a tendency ·\
1 the elected leaders · of the two neighbor-
The worker had the least ef f ect on ob-
taining group support for elected leadership in the two 
neighborhood groups, but he figured rather prominently in 
helping these groups limit their leaders. 
The two neighborhood groups demonstrated the recurring 
phenomena of conflict between the emerging leadership and I 
the established central figure. The intervention of profes-
sional leadership in these groups further intensified the 
leadership struggle. With the assistance of the worker, the 
two groups developed new expectations of their elected lead-
ership. 
The worker's role in the Neighborhood Federation was 
as helpful as possible to the various elected leaders as 
they met t heir specific responsibilities. 
63. 
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CHAPTER V 
DEVELOPMENT OF PARTICIPATION OF GROUP MEMBERS 
Significance of Participation in Small Groups 
and Community 
The first chapter places considerable emphasis on the 
need for broader participation of citizens in urban renewal 
at the neighborhood level. It is important to understand what 
is meant by participation. In this chapter, participation 
will be discussed at two levels: the participation of group 
members within the group ; and the group 's efforts to gain 
wider neighborhood participation and support in its activities 
Participation of group members within the group 
is the degree to ·which members of a group apply time 
and effort to group activities. It is reflected by 
the number and kinds of duties performed by voluntary 
assumption of non-assigned duties and by the amount 
of time spent in group activities.l 
The extent and quality of participation within the group is 
a measure of its effectiveness in functioning as a group. 
Such participation may lead to the revitalization of group 
I life so important for a democratic society. 
It is interesting to note that many writers from 
Parkheim to Fromm who point out the amount of root-
1 lessness of much of our population often wind up 
I with the proposed solution of vitalizing small group 
I 1 Ross and Hendry, op. cit., p. 88. 
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life to give meaningful personal relations and to en-
courage participation in the solution of social issues. 2 
The participation of members of citizens' groups must 
be meaningful if Urban Renewal programs are to succeed. This 
has special application to those programs outside Federal Ur-
ban Renewal Areas which are largely dependent on the citizens' 
own initiative for their successful outcome. Not only must 
this participation in the group be meaningful, but citizens' 
groups have the larger responsibility of enlisting participa-
tion of the substantial number of residents in the neighbor-
II 
I 
hood who do not become members of the group. This wider I. 
neighborhood participation can also be achieved through group 
projects aimed at correcting neighborhood problems. For 
example, clean-up drives, home improvement projects, window 
box contests, petitions, public meetings, etc. are su ch 
projects . Effective publicity of the citizen group activities j 
is a vital part of maintaining wider interest and participaw j 
tion. 
Neighborhood improvement groups are made up of differ-
ent kinds of people who share an interest in working to im-
prove the community. Close friendship ties often develop 
within these groups, but are not the primary motivation for 
belonging. Therefore the groups must reach out to recruit 
members from the neighborhood who are willing to work for its 
2Grace Coyle, "Social Group Work Method: Social Work 
Education," Social Work Curriculum, Vol. XI, p. 97. 
I 
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improvement. Sometimes this takes the form of stimulating 
interest in neighborhood problems and recruiting members 
from those whose chief concern is a specific problem rather 
than general neighborhood improvement. Maintenance of 
participation is of practical importance to these groups , 
since many group efforts are directed toward obtaining action 
for the c:tty and state governments. Substantial and repre-
sentative participation means votes to those in public office, 
and their response to neighborhood association requests is 
affected by the nature and extent of the group 's membership. 
In addition to the need for numbers of citizens 
participating in these groups and in the various projects 
undertaken , it is important to discuss the ways in which 
I citizens participate . The previous chapter, discussing in-
digenous leadership, did not deal specifically with the role 
of leadership in developing group participation. It is not 
unusual in a group with eager and able people in leadership 
positions to have ineffective group member participation 
because the leaders assume too much responsibility. An 
I indication of a strong democratic leader is the extent to 
I I which he is able to lead group members into assuming respons• 
I ibility and creatively participating in the group activities. 
Therefore, the development of breadth and depth of partici• 
pation can be seen as a major enabling function of the pro-
fessional worker. 
The worker's activity in the development of 
~-----------------
participation in group and community will be analyzed as fol• 
lows: 
1. Improvement of participation within the group by , 
assisting with planning for group meetings and 
suggestions for committees as extension of partie~ 
ipation; 
2. Development of neighborhood awareness and partici-
pation through assistance with neighborhood projec~ 
and help with publicity. 
Table 4 indicates the frequency with which the worker 1 
I 
I 
was directly involved in developing participation of members 
within the group and the group 's effort to achieve wider 
neighborhood participation. 
TABLE 4 
DEVELOPMENT OF GROUP AND NEIGHBORHOOD PARTICIPATION: 
FREQUENCY OF WORKER PARTICIPATION 
Worker Contribu- Eastside West Park Neighborhood 
tions to : Association Association Federation 
Improvement of par-
ticipation within 
a group 
1. Arrangements for 
group meetings 3 0 25 
2. Use of committes 3 0 8 
Development of neigh ... 
borhood awareness 
and participation 
1. Assistance with 
projects 10 10 4 2. Publicity 8 4 11 
- -- --
Totals 24 14 48 
-
I 
I 
I 
I 
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The foregoing table again clearly indicates that a 
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greater amount of the worker's time and energy went into de- 1 
veloping the Neighborhood Federation, even though the actual 
number of meetings was not greater than those with the two 
I neighborhood groups. The greate r intensity of the worker's 
I 
efforts is a further manifestation of the earlier observation 1 
of the more formal staff-group relationship of the worker 
with the Neighborhood Federation. In the community organiza-
tion method of social work, this relationship of the worker 
with the group would be referred to as a contract. This 
contract is established, even though in this case not articu-
lated, early in the worker-group contacts. 
Improvement of Participation Within the Group 
The techniques employed by the worker to improve 
participation within the group were to help the group to 
make appropriate use of the discussion method and to see the 
advantage of seating arrangements which encouraged interaction 
of group members. Occasionally the worker suggested the use 
of name tags at Neighborhood Federation meetings. These kinds 
of assistance were given more in the Neighborhood Federation 
than in the two neighborhood associations, as noted by the 
twenty-five instances of worker participation in Table 4• 
The worker's staff relationship with the Neighborhood Federa ... 
tion enabled him to be in a better position to structure a 
given meeting for the maximum use of the discussion method 
i 
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and create physical arrangements conducive to maximum partici- ~ 
pation of group members. In the Neighborhood Federation, J 
physical arrangements for group meetings of fifteen to thirty 
people involved placing chairs around tables arranged in a 
large square or circle . Seating arrangements for large meet~ 
ings were larger semi-circles limited to two or three rows 1 
in depth, w.ith the presiding officer seated at a table at the I 
same floor level as the participants. Since the initial 
meetings of the Neighborhood Federa tion were the series of 
six workshops set up in this way, the precedent had been set 
for future meetings . The structure of the workshops , based 
on discussion questions presented to the group with no formal 
speeches as such, again set the precedent for future use of 
the discussion method. 
The worker's help to the neighborhood associations 
(see Table 4) in this respect was more indirect. Rather than 
being able to be closely involved in arrangements for meet-
ings , he had to depend on presenting questions in the course 
of a meeting. Only twice was the worker able to suggest seat-
ing arrangements for a neighborhood group meeting. During 
the period studied, the West Park Association did not receive 
this type of assistance from the worker (see Table 4). 
A useful tool in sustaining participation of group 
members is the creation of committees and sub-groups to 
pur sue the areas of specific- concern to the group. The West 
Park Association, as indicated in Table 4, was able to organize 
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and maintain work of committees without assistance from the 
worker. The Eastside Associatio n organized two committees 
(Complaints and Recreation) following the worker's suggestion 
in a group meeting. The worker was helpful to the Neighbor~ 
hood Federation in the organizati on of six different commit• 
tees during the year studied. The four committees resulting 
from the workshops were Recreation , District Planning, United 
Action, and Organizational Planning, and the worker assisted 
in selecting these names and developing the charge for each 
committee. These committees represent one of the worker 's 
contributions to sustaining the participation beyond the 
workshops. The other two committees were a convening commit-
tee to arrange the first delegate meeting, and a by-laws com-
mittee. 
Development of Neighborhood Awareness and Participation 
Assistance with Projects 
Citizen groups, by nature, are seen by their members 
as a means to correct neighborhood problems. If the group 
is to maintain its membership it must demonstrate its effec-
tiveness in meeting neighborhood problems. In group work 
terms, . the group has a task orientation and the worker's ef .... 
forts are focused on helping the group in action projects of 
their own choosing. 
The action projects of the two neighborhood groups 
were usually very specific in nature, e.g., the effort to 
~-------
I have the city tear down an abandoned building which had become 1 
a neighborhood eyesore. Therefore the worker often served 
as a resource of information on what public departments should 
be contacted and the procedure to follow. To facilitate this 
action the worker developed a mimeographed listing of city de-
partments for appropriate complaints. If the neighborhood 
group was able to get satisfactory results after contacts 
with proper public departments, the worker was no longer in-
volved. If the neighborhood group had no response from the 
public department, the worker could then help them work out 
alternative means . In the case of the abandoned building 
cited above, initial approaches to the city 1 s building depart-
ment were unsatisfactory, and therefore the worker assisted 
one group in developing public pressure through newspaper 
articles, letters to the Mayor , and phone calls; this action 
eventually resulted in the razing of the building. 
The pattern of worker activity in helping these two 
neighborhood associations was the same as previously described 
in regard to organizational structure. (See Tables 1 and 4.) 
The West Park Association was fully capable of handling com-
plaints and approaching city departments on them. Thus it 
used the worker more in its efforts to have improvements made 
in the neighborhood. For instance, this Association requested 
the worker's help in getting a tttot-lot" constructed on an 
empty lot where the Association had been instrumental in 
I 
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having a dilapitated building torn down. In contrast, the 
Eastside Association needed considerably more assistance in 
following up complaints of its members , and during the 
year studied it did not move beyond the handling of such 
complaints as pressing for neighborhood improvements . 
The worker was involved in one instance with each of 
the neighborhood groups in the representation by the groups 
at a public hearing; he helped the groups organize and present 
their testimony in opposition to an application for a zoning 
variance (Eastside Association) and an appeal hearing to 
protest issuance of a gasoline storage permit in a residen-
tial area (West Park Association}. In both cases the appelw 
lants had good legal counsel and a strong case, and the 
neighborhood groups were overruled. The worker was able to 
help the groups to see the weaknesses of their arguments 
and to gain a valuable learning experience. The groups 
attended subsequent hearings and were able to plead their 
cases without the worker's assistance. 
The worker gave these associations another kind of 
help in the development of ways of studying their problems 
before initiating action . He helped to set up a recreation 
study for the Eastside Association, and a survey of the 
West Park Association's impact on its neighborhood. In the 
latter case, a graduate student from a local university 
conducted the survey with the aid of a committee appointed 
by the West Park Association. These studies helped guide the 
Association's efforts. For example, the Eastside Association 
later pressed for a playground in its area and for better 
playground supervision. The West Park Association purchased 
sound equipment when the survey indicated that use of borrowed 
sound equipment had been effective in clean-up drives. 
The worker also assisted the neighborhood groups by 
personal contacts with appropriate public agencies for clari~ 
fication of public policy. In the two years previous to the 
worker's assignment to the area, both neighborhood groups had 
been associated with an abortive attempt by the city at code 
enforcement and small neighborhood improvements. The worker 
contacted planning officials and the Deputy Mayor for clari~ 
fication of the present status of these programs . In another 
instance the worker contacted public welfare officials for 
clarification about funds provided for repairs on homes owned 
by public welfare recipients. 
These descriptions of the worker's assistance in im• 
plementation of the action projects of the two neighborhood 
groups have been selected as typical examples of worker ac-
tivity in this area. There were many more instances than 1 
those described (see Table 4), but the essential kinds of 
worker participation are included. 
The Neighborhood Federation, being in the development 
stages, did not focus consistently on direct action on com-
munity problems. The District Planning and United Action 
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Committees did recommend that the Neighborhood Federation 
take action in two cases: the Federation was advised to oppose j 
legislation providing a 11freeze in" of t he Redevelopment 
Board members , and to support legislation to expand recrea- i 
I 
tional facilities at a local beach area . In both cases the I 
worker drafted the appropriate telegram and letter, respec-
tively, and sent them with the committee chairman ' s signature . j 
Publicity 
In several instances the worker assisted the Eastside 
Association in its efforts to develop neighborhood participa-
tion. Most of the suggestions of the worker recorded in the 
I Association meeting minutes were attempts to help counteract 
a poor pattern of attendance at meetings. The worker sug-
gested newspaper articles, promotional letters and flyers , 
small block meetings ih homes to stimulate interest, and a 
better procedure for mailing notices. On one occasion, when 
the group seemed to be unable to mobilize itself , the worker 
wrote a news article and prepared promotional flyers and 
letters. 
The worker was not directly involved in much of West 
Park ' s consistently good publicity and membership efforts. 
This association was able to effectively perform the respons-
ibilities for developing neighborhood participation without 
extensive assistance from the worker. The group had articles 
in the weekly community newspaper, prepared publicity flyers, 
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arranged for sound trucks, radio announcements, etc. The 
worker did arrange a feature story by one of the metropoli tan 
daily newspapers and for representatives to speak to community 
groups about the West Park Association activities. 
The participants in the Neighborhood Federation ac-
tivities were recruited through their own neighborhood associ-
at ions . Neighborhood associations either elected delegates 
I 
I 
or asked for volunteers to participate in Neighborhood Federa• I 
tion activities and committees. In some instances the worker 
was the communication link between the Federation and the 
li 
individual neighborhood associations. The Neighborhood Fed-. I 
eration often relied on the worker's knowledge of each assoc~- 1 
ation and his recommendati on of individuals who could serve j 
on Neighborhood Federation committees. During the period 
when each neighborhood association was invited to become a 
member association in the. Neighborhood Federation the worker 
handled all mailings and follow-up contacts. 
The worker prepared numerous publicity stories on 
Neighborhood Federation activities for the local weekly news-
paper. These stories did not emphasize recruitment of members. 
The worker used this medium to interpret the purposes and 
activities of the Neighborhood Federation to the broader com-
munity. 
Summary and Di scussion 
Under the topic of improvement of participation 
_I 
I 
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within the groups studied, the worker is more apparent in 
helping the Neighborhood Federation than the two neighbor-
hood groups. The reverse is true of the worker's assistance 
with action projects of the group which involved greater 
neighborhood participation. The worker's contribution to 
neighborhood groups in facilitating the efforts for action 
on neighborhood problems was extensive and of a nature whi ch 
appears to be helpful to the groups and the development of 
neighborhood participation. The worker served in an expert 
role with the two neighborhood groups in giving them alterna-
tives and procedures for acting on neighborhood complaints. 
In some cases, he helped stimulate the two neighborhood 
groups to work for publi c improvements and to give careful 
thought to some of their problems before initiating action. 
The worker had less of a role with the groups in their ap-
pearances at publi c hearings . The worker was more active in 
publicity efforts of the Neighborhood Federation than of the 
neighborhood groups . 
CHAPTER VI 
CONSTRUCTIVE USE OF CO NFLICT IN GROUP AND COMMUNITY 
Importance of Conflict in Citizen Groups 
In recent years social group work has demonstra ted 
particular skill in dealing with conflicts within groups servec 
and between groups served and the community. A group worker 
strives to utilize the forces of conflict toward socially con-
structive goals. 
Recognition of healthy conflict, real differences of 
opinion, and finding of harmless outlets for aggres-
sion may give group members an experience of how to 
contend with real difficulties without becoming hos-
tile on one hand, and ineffectively amiable on the 
other.l 
Individuals in authority, such as redevelopment boards 
and elected officials, are often deeply offended by the hos-
tility expressed toward them in public meetings. Misdirected 
citizen concern has disenchanted many individuals with the 
grass-roots type of citizen participation. However, contro-
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
versy is often an indication of a continued or perhaps awaken- I 
ing interest in the local community. 2 "Community conflicts 
1 are turning points at which application of a small amount of 
----------------------------------------------------------------
1 Younghusband, op. cit., p. 238. 
I 
2 James s. Coleman, Community Conflict, p. 4. 
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knowledge and effort have a total effect far beyond its im-
mediate consequences.u3 
It is difficult to separate what are called inner-
group conflicts and community conflicts. Community conflict 
usually spills over into the group with representatives of 
conflicting viewspoints represented in the group. It would 
be useful for the worker to have full knowledge of the history 
of the conflicts in the neighborhood and of the individuals 
involved in order to better understand present interaction 
of individuals in the group. 
When a conflict arises there are various ways open 
to groups in which to resolve it. Gertrude Wilson and Gladys 
Ryland in Social Group Work Practice4 list five possible 
resolutions of conflict: 
1. Elimination of one of the parties in the conflict; 
2. Subjugation or domination of one party over the 
other party; 
3· Compromise with each party giving up something for 
the sake of agreement; 
4• Alliance in which each party maintains their inde-
pendence but combine to achieve a common goal ; 
5. Integration which brings about a solution better 
than any of the contending suggestions. 
Even though such a solution as integration might be 
3Ibid., P• 2. 
4Gertrude Wilson 
Work Practice, p. 53. 
and Gladys Ryland, Social Group 
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considered desirable, it is not always possible. Conflict 
always involves two interested parties in a struggle over 
something that is scarce.5 Often there is not enough of the 
object of struggle to go around, and integration of desires 
is made most difficult. "The scarcity may apply to material 
resources, power, status, or values . " 6 
Coser7 makes a distinction between realistic and non-
realistic conflict. Realistic conflict deals with a specific 
demand ·or issue which is reasonably clear, and objectives and 
emotional feelin gs, although present, are not the primary 
motivating factor. Realistic conflict lends itself to pro-
cedural methods of resolution ; for example, negotiation, 
arbitration, elections, etc. "Non-realistic conflicts do 
not arise from ••• clear issues ."8 Emotional feelings are 
paramount. Outbursts of prejudice , gang beatings, and scape-
goating are often examples of conflicts which are not based 
on specific issues and do not lend themselves to negotiated 
resolution. A realistic conflict in which the issues are 
not clear can disintegrate into a conflict in which the 
original issues are forgotten.9 
5saul Bernstein, ttconflict and Group Work ," p. 6. 
(Dittoed~ 
48-55. 
6rb'id. 
7Lewis Coser, The Functions of Social Conflict, pp. 
"8Bernstein, op. cit., p. 8. 
9rbid. 
-
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Conflicts of all kinds pervade all levels of group ex- I 
perience. "Conflict is often unpleasant and even nasty •••• 1
1 It is pervasive and deep-going in groups and has tremendous I 
constructive possibilities if utilized skillfully and thought-
fully.1110 
Some conflicts if improperly handled can be serious 
enough to destroy the usefulness of a group, and particularly I 
!! 
neighborhood citizen groups which often handle highly volatile 11 
'I issues. Therefore, it is clear that the worker with citizen 
groups has a responsibility to be sensitive to conflicts in 
groups. Often a group worker can use "planned group experi-
ences to deal with neighborhood tensions, especially in 
interracial and inter-ethnic group situations. 1111 Saul Bern-
stein goes into considerable detail in describing the factors 
that should guide the group worker in handling conflict situ-
ations in groups.12 He deals specifically with diagnosis and 
specific methods for the group worker to follow. It is not 
'I 
I 
possible in t his study to follow Professor Bernstein's outline, 
since the data available does not contain the kinds of informa-
tion necessary. Therefore a more simplified schedule was 
adopted containing factors which could be analysed with the 
available data. The factors chosen are considered highly 
10Ibid., p. 5. 
11 Coyle, op. cit., p. 96. 
12Bernstein, op. cit ., p. 6. 
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relevant f or working with citizen groups and not in any way 
contradictory to Professor Bernstein 's analysis. 
This chapter, then, will deal with instances in the 
three groups studied in which the worker: 
1. Enabled differences to be expressed; 
2. Helped groups to understand existing conflicts. 
The following table indicates the number of instances I 
in which the worker directly participated in helping the 
groups make constructive use of monflict. 
TABLE 5 
FREQUENCY OF WORKER PARTICIPATION IN HELPING 
GROUPS MAKE CONSTRUCTIVE USE OF CONFLICT 
Worker's contri-
bution to: 
1. Expression of 
differences 
2. Group under-
standing of 
conflicts 
Totals 
Eastside West Park Neighborhood 
Association Association Federation 
3 3 1 
6 13 4 
9 16 5 
The comparison of frequency of worker participation 
with groups in reference to conflict does show a distinctive 
difference in worker involvement in the West Park Association. 
There was a tendency for the worker to be less involved in 
conflict in the Neighborhood Federation, but this is 
81. 
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attributed to the brief existence of the Neighborhood Federa- J 
tion in comparison with the two associations. There is one 
major difficulty in getting a clear picture of conflict situ-
ations within citizen groups themselves because they are usu-
ally reluctant to include important details concerning con-
flict in the meeting minutes. However, allusions are made in 
the records, and the worker's own notes on meetings were quite 
specific. 
Encouraging the Expression of Differences 
The worker found it difficult to get true expression 
of differences in a conflict situation. The groups tended to 
stifle expression of serious conflicts within themselves. 
In those conflicts directed toward parties external to the 
group, expression of its feelings was much easier. The ob-
jective of the worker · was not to encourage the one-sided ex-
pression of differences, but rather to bring about the direct 
confrontation of opposing views. 
One of the major conflicts in the Eastside Associa-
tion arose from feelings about Negroes moving into the neigh-
borhood. This was the dominant theme of discussion in several 
interviews the worker had with individual members of the East-
side Association during his first few months of contact with 
the group. It was not until the fourth month that the worker 
was able to persuade the group to discuss the issue openly I 
in a Steering Committee meeting . Although this discussion 
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took at least an hour, the secretary did not record it in the 
minutes. The group was able to talk of the prevailing neigh-
borhood resentment against Negroes moving into the area. The 
group verbalized its present conviction that the association 
should be interested in good neighbors, regardless of race or 
color. The worker informed the group of the negative impres-
sion created by the group's opposition to the funeral home 
application of a Negro undertaker, and pointed out that sev-
eral individuals had dropped group membership because of this 
incident. 
In this situation the worker was able to get the 
leaders of the Eastside Association to discuss the conflict 
circumstances. The avowed opponents to Negroes moving into 
the area, and the promoters for the petitions against the 
funeral home were not represented on the Steering Committee, 
so that direct confrontation was not achieved. However, the 
articulation of a policy of non-discrimination was a basis 
upon which both the group leaders and the worker could begin 
to meet what obviously would be a conflict continuing over a 
long period of time. The fact that the secretary of the group 
deleted the discussion from the minutes prevented it from 
being discussed at the next general meeting. 
In each conflict situation it was difficult to neatly 
separate the expression of differences and the group's under-
'I 
II 
J 
I 
1 
standing of conflicts. Therefore typical cases of conflict I 
have been selected which best describe the worker's activity 
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in each area as it is analyzed. Conflict situations are dif-
ficult to describe in pieces. For the sake of better coher-
ence in the description of conflict, this method has been 
adopted although it does not include all the data available. j 
A conflict situation developed in the West Park As- I 
I 
sociation when a very responsible metropolitan newspaper 
wanted to do a feature article on the work of the West Park 
Association, with pictures illustrating the problems in the ,, 
neighborhood and what the association was doing about them. I 
I 
A few of the members objected on the basis that such pictures J 
showed "the neighborhood's dirty linen." Since the worker 
was published, and during this time the worker had interviews 
with two members who had opposed the article. When the 
article was published all the group felt it was well-handled 
and enjoyed the publicity. 
In this case the worker became one of the parties of 
the conflict because of his part in arranging for the article. 
He was able to convey both his intent and that of the news-
I 
paper. This expression of feelings concerning the worker's 
motivation had the effect of allaying the fear that the neigh- J 
borhood would be given a poor reputation. A factor apparently 
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operating here, but not explored, was the group's own mixed 
feelings about its own neighborhood. 
In the preceding conflicts the worker was able to 
obtain expression of differences within the group itself. 
In both cases this expression of underlying feelings was 
instrumental in helping each group move ahead. In the case 
of racial prejudice, the element of direct confrontation 
of opposing views was missing. 
In instances when the c.onflict is between the group 
and an external party, direct confrontation is necessary if 
real expression of differences is to be expected. Both the 
West Park Association and the Eastside Association were in-
volved in the city's at t empt to establish an improvement area 
program. West Park had actively participated in this program 
in a very creative way. However, the city was unable to ad-
ministratively carry out code enforcement, which was the crux 
of the program. Upon the election of a new mayor just prior 
to the worker's assignment to the area, the cooperation that 
had been given by the c1ty to this program disappeared. When 
a serious spaceheater fire in the area killed three small 
children, the worker helped arrange an appointment for the 
officers of the West Park Association with the Deputy Mayor. 
A month prior to the tragedy this group had reported that 
the building contained an improper space heater. As a r esult 
of this meeting a memorandum from the Deputy Mayor was pre-
pared which pledged the city's support of the Improvement Area 
Program and promised to set up administrative procedures to 
carry out effective code enforcement. Because the worker 
utilized the dramatic incident of the fire to bring about a 
meeting of representatives and the Deputy Mayor, both parties 
were able to express their differences in direct dialogue. 
At a subsequent meeting of the West Park Association the of-
ficers could and did give an explanation to the group of the 
problems faced by the city in setting up an effective code 
enforcement program. 
The Eastside Association , in its complaints about the 
city's lack of code enforcement, with the worker's support 
used the technique of inviting various city department repre-
sentatives to speak at the monthly meetings. Specific com-
plaints about the speaker's department were taken up with 
him. This procedure proved unavailing, however, and after 
continued lack of city action on complaints , the group organ-
ized a complaint committee with a retired city hall employee 
as chairman. This chairman was able to get prompt action 
through former acquaintances. This pragmatic solution was 
an expedient, and although effective in this case, left much 
to be desired. It tended to continue the current practice 
of city governmental action on the basis of favoritism rather 
than of priority of need and efficient administration. This 
procedure also eliminated direct confrontation of the group 
with .responsible city officials with whom they were in con-
flict. 
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Group Understanding of Conflicts 
Opposing factions in a conflict situation are not al• 
ways able to understand what is happening even in confronts-
tion. Actually, direct confrontation can result in extreme 
polarization of opposing sides if new understanding is not 
achieved. In his role of professional helper, the worker can 
be of real service to the group if he can further understand-
ing and new insight in the midst of a conflict situation. 
A simple case of this contribution of the worker was I 
afforded by a conflict arising in the Neighborhood Federation I 
concerning what freedom of action it would have and what ap-
provals by the neighborhood associations would be necessary 
for the Federation to take action. In the discussions, one 
group thought that a majority of the neighborhood associations 
should vote on an issue before a public stand could be made 
by the Neighborhood Federation. The worker pointed out the 
length of time required by referral to all member neighborhood 
associations, and consequently it was agreed that the delegate ! 
I 
body with five representatives from each neighborhood associ~ 
1
1 
ation could control public stands by the Neighborhood Federa-
tion. 
In one extremely difficult conflict situation in the 
West Park Association1 the worker was unable to bring the 
parties into direct confrontation, mut he served as a means 
I 
of communication for indirect confrontation. This conflict 
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revolved around the Executive Board and the President, and 
the worker spent considerable time in the attempt to help 
the group resolve it. The President was in a profession 
which the group felt lent status to it, although its members 
readily criticized him even before his permanent election to 
office. The President was very conscious of his professional 
On status, and often was observed talking down to the group . 
the other hand, the Executive Board contained some aggressive I 
emergent leaders who resented the President's actions. Over 
a period of months the worker attempted to work separately 
with each party to the conflict and to help understanding 
of one another, but with little success. When a hard-working 
Association member was not appointed by the President to the 
group's delegation to the Neighborhood Federation, the worker 
helped the Executive Board to channel its concern by agreeing 
to draft a letter to this member for the President's signa-
ture. The worker then gained the President's promise to sign 
and mail the letter. The member did not receive the letter. 
In the meantime, the Association had opposed the granting of 
a license for selling used cars at a service station in the 
area; the Executive Board learned that the President had 
accepted a case in relation to this protest, thus creating a 
conflict of interest and compromising the position of the 
Association. The combination of lack of cooperation, con-
flict of interest, and demeaning attitude toward Association 
members provided reasons for requesting the President's 
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resignation. The President's actual letter of resignation 
was sent with a covering letter to the worker rather than 
to the Executive Board . The worker had consistently communi-
cated the views of each opposing party to the other, but this 
was not enough to keep the conflict from being destructive. 
The case illustrated the difficulty of achieving 'insight and 
understanding without direct confrontation. The conflict 
was resolved by the domination of one party by the other. 
The worker assisted the group in the difficult process of 
removing the President, after first attempting to bring about 
more constructive resolutions of the conflict. One by-prod-
uct of this conflict, which continued for six months, was 
the development of a group conception of what standards it 
expected its elected leaders to meet. 
Another factor operating in this conflict situation 
was that some of the hostility of the situation was projected 
onto the worker. Since the expression of hostility occurred 
I 
I 
in an interview, the worker was able to help the individual 1 
understand these feelings. 
The Neighborhood Federation stand opposing the "freeze 
in11 of the Board Members of the Boston Redevelopment Authority 
involved the group in a larger political conflict in the city. 
The newly-elected Mayor was being opposed by appointees of 
the previous administration on the issue of the control of 
the city's Urban Renewal Program. The District Planning 
I 
,I 
II 
I, 
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Committee had discussed the issue at length, and strongly 
urged the Neighborhood Federation to support the Mayor's posi -
tion. Before the vote was taken there was a discussion con-
earning t~ possible merits of the opposing positions. The 
feeling was predominantly in favor of the Mayor having control 
and, consequently, responsibility to the people for the Urban 
Renewal Program. The worker's suggestion of telegrams to 
appropriate officials was accepted. 
The worker was instrumental in bringing several city 
planners to meet with the District Planning Committee, and 
they contributed background informati on on this political 
conflict about the control of the Urban Renewal Program. 
The worker also made inquiries regarding the controversy and 
gave this information to the committee. Further, the worker 
arranged a bus tour of renewal areas for the committee; the 
tour was guided by a city planner who described what the 
Mayor's Urban Renewal Program was planning to do. Thus the 
District Planning Committee was able to speak with informed 
conviction on the issue of control of the program. 
Summary and Discussion 
The analysis of the worker's constructive use of con-
II 
flict is of a different order than the analysis of the concepts 
of development of group identity, indigenous leadership, and 
group participation. In the groups studied conflict had an 
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unpredictable quality, such as in the unexpected conflict over J 
the proposed newspaper article in the West Park Association. 
The conflict in the Neighborhood Federation tended to be less 
highly personalized, and was based on issues which were debat -
able. This could be anticipated, cons idering the selection 
process of the delegates to the Neighborhood Federation. Gen-
erally, delegates were leaders in their own neighborhood as-
sociation and committed essentially to rational solutions to 
problems. The organizational structure of the Neighborhood 
Federation , with its emphasis on committees dealing with spe-
cific areas of concern, had the tendency to support rational 
deliberation when conflicts arose. This suggests that in 
working with the neighborhood associations the worker could 
better assist the groups in making cons tructive use of con-
flict if there were more opportunities (committees, small 
groups) for full discussion of controversial issues. In the 
instance when the worker was the target of some of the group's 
hostility, his training in social work is seen as extremely 
valuable. He was able to understand the underlying feelings 
of the individuals involved, and he used this knowledge in 
the way he reacted to the hostility. 
I 
I 
I. 
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CHAPT ER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study covers the first year of a social worker's 
assignment by the metropolitan health and welfare council to 
develop citizen participation in Urban Renewal in a residen-
tial district of the city of Boston. The district, with a 
population of approximately 186,000 people, includes a series 
of at least thirteen neighborhoods, nine of which had neigh-
borhood associations during the year studied. Initially the 
worker began to build relationships with existing neighbor-
hood associations, district-wide organizations , and the busi-
ness community. A series of six neighborhood workshops was 
organized to help strengthen the neighborhood associati ons. 
From these workshops developed the Neighborhood Federation, 
a district-wide organization of neighborhood associations to 
which the worker provided professional staff service. 
In order to examine the social worker's contribution 
at the neighborhood and district-wide levels of citizen-group 
activity, three representative groups were selected for this 
analysis. The data used to examine the worker's activity 
within this sample include the written minutes of meetings of 
the two neighborhood associations and the Neighborhood 
- 92 -
Federation, the worker's notes of meetings , and his appoint-
ment calendar. 
The general theoretical framework of this analysis I 
was the application of certain group work concepts by the 
professional worker to his work with citizen groups. The 1 
group work concepts selected were development of group ident~ I 
I 
ity, indigenous leadership, participation of group members, 
and the constructive use of community and group conflict. 
Essentially this analysis has been the application of these 
group work concepts to a community organization setting of 
developing neighborhood citizen participation in Urban Re-
newal. 
The group work concepts selected are broad and in-
clusive. Very few references to the worker's activity in 
the data covering a total of forty-six meetings did not apply 
to one or more of the group work concepts being considered. 
This is also seen as evidence that the group work concepts 
selected have specific application to developing neighborhood 
citizen participation in Urban Renewal. 
The development of a positive group identity was the 
most inclusive group work concept selected, and, correspond-
ingly, required more discussion of the many phenomena affect-
ing group identity. The discussion of group identity dealt 
with the development of group purposes, organizational struc- 1 
ture, awareness of group accomplispments, and identification I 
I 
with other groups . The worker's participation in each li ~ 
~--~--------~----------
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category in each of the three groups studied was seen as in-
versely proportional to the group's indigenous ability to 
function in the area studied. For example, one neighborhood 
I 
I group had recurring problems in developing effective organiza-
tional structure, and the worker was clearly very active in 
his efforts to assist the group in this area. The other neigh- ! 
borhood group was highly effective in developing appropriate 
organizational structure, and the worker gave very little as-
sistance. This principle of the worker's help to the groups 
-v here it was most needed is seen as applying to all the con-
cepts studied. 
sion, group bond, group support, and groupness. The term 
11 group identity'' includes the various dynamics of these other 
terms, and emphasizes the group's perception of itself and 
observers' (in this case, the community's) perception of the 
group. The aspects of group identity discussed in this analy-
i 
sis suggest a possible theoretical construct for applying this 
i 
concept to community organization theory. The use of this 
concept in inter-group settings is seen as being particularly 
useful where the inter-group activities can contribute to the 
development of a positive group identity for each of the groups 
involved. 
I 
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The development of indigenous leadership was exam-
ined, using four categories: elected leadership, emerging 
leadership, limiting and supporting leadership, and extension 
of leadership. The worker was more active with the elected 
leadership in the Neighborhood Federation, but in the neigh-
borhood groups he worked more with the emerging leadership. 
The worker had the least effect in obtaining group support 
for elected leadership in the two neighborhood groups, but he 
was more prominent in helping these groups limit their lead-
ers. The creation of district-wide activities leading to 
the Neighborhood Federation is seen as the primary means of 
the extension of the leadership of the neighborhood groups 
to the larger community. The Neighborhood Federation activi• 
ties, particularly the workshops, provided a training oppor-
tunity for leadership in the neighborhood groups. 
The development of community citizen leadership is 
crucial to community organization practice. The specific 
I 
I 
I 
contribution of the group work method to the development of 1 
leadership is its emphasis upon encouraging the leadership 
to emerge from within groups. In communit y organization 
practice it is common to select a committee chairman before 
the committee meets. The worker in this analysis followed 
the tendency of the group work method in generally encourag-
ing the leadership to emerge from the groups. The leadership 
was formalized in the Neighborhood Federation after several 
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informal group meetings led by a number of the members of the I 
II 
group. This procedure, if appropriately applied in community 
organization settings, would uncover more potential leader-
ship for community groups. The group members could select 
their leadership on the basis of experiences of group inter-
action and the kinds of leadershi p behavior most acceptable 
to the particular group involved. Development of indigenous 
leadership as discussed in this analysis is seen as a highly 
useful concept for the body of community organization theory. 
The development of participation of group members 
was analyzed for the worker's contributions to the improvement 
of participation within the group and to the group's efforts 
to encourage participation of the neighborhood and the wider 
community. The relationship established between the worker 
and the Neighborhood Federation placed him in a key position 
to improve the participation within the group. 
The neighborhood groups received more assistance from I 
the worker in the accomplishment of specific tasks related to 
neighborhood improvement. Wider neighborhood participation 
was created by these action proje cts directed toward the cor-
rection of neighborhood problems . 
The development of participation of group members 
can serve as a useful concept in community organization the-
ory. Many groups in community organization settings are or-
ganized to deal with one or more community problems . The 
emphasis on problem-solving often precludes looking at the 
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assembled group and developing participation of the members. 
As suggested in this analysis, such simple ideas as physical 
arrangement of c hairs, and the use of the discussion method, 
can create a different pattern of participation. Groups in 
community organization settings also need to give attention 
to gaining wider community participation in the concerns and 
projects of the group. 
Helping the group to make construct i ve use of group 
and community conflict is a diff erent order of worker partici-
pation than the other concepts discussed. Development of 
group identity, indigenous leadership , and group participation 
have a certain predictable character as to what the worker 
can do. These are certain basic relationship patterns which 
groups can observably develop. Conflict exists in all groups, 
but has an infinite number of ways of expression. The wide 
range of ways in which conflict develops is seen in the 
conflict situations described. 
Since conflict in a group is unpredictable, the 
worker must be highly flexible in his efforts to help the 
groups make constructive use of the conflicts. This flexi-
bility was demonstrated in the worker's actions in the con-
I 
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flicts arising in the groups studied. In inner-group con-
flicts the worker played a diff erent role than when the group 
had conflict with public authorities or participated in I 
larger community conflicts such as that arising over control I 
of the ci ty 1 s Urban Renewal Program, __ Inner-group c ~n-fli~_t_•--~ 
i\ 
I 
I 
involved the worker in helping them to be expressed and under-
stood. Conflicts with external forces tended to unite the 
group, and there was no difficulty in getting the groups to 
talk about the particular issue among themselves. The worker 
helped the groups to confront the external party to the con-
flict. This enabled a dialogue of the opposing views to 
take place. The direct confrontation of the parties in a 
group or community conflict is crucial to resolution of the 
conflict. The worker did assist the groups to gain better 
understanding of specific issues, and helped them develop 
rational procedures which tended to modify emotional factors 
present. 
The development of the constructive use of group and 
community conflict can be a most valuable concept for the 
community organization worker. Community conflicts often 
can seriously harm people in the community if their dynamics 
are not understood and appropriate techniques developed to 
help the conflicting parties. The conceptualization presented 
in this analysis to deal with group and community conflict 
is very rudimentary. More study is necessary in order that 
a fuller conceptualization of the constructive use of conflict 
in community organization settings can be developed. 
Group identity, indigenous leadership, group partici-
pation, and conflict are all group phenomena occurring in 
any group. The worker's role was to help the groups develop 
and make constructive use of these phenomena by his 
I 
I 
I 
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for activities, his reactions to group suggestions, and his 
assistance to the group in developing appropriate procedures 
to carry out activities. Many of the worker's other activi• 
ties, such as contacts in the community, reading, recording, 
etc., helped sensitize the worker to the most appropriate re-
sponse he could make in his relations with the group as a 
whole, its leadership, and individual group members. 
This worker was assigned the task of developing citi-
zem participation in Urban Renewal in a large district of 
t he city. A significant number of citizens did participate in 
the various citizen groups that were functioning during the 
year studied. This participation occurred in such activities 
as neighborhood clean-ups, and ranged to such sophisticated 
enterprises as the preparation of a long-range physical plan 
for the district. The worker was certainly not responsible 
for all this development, since many resident citizens worked 
equally long, hard hours. However, it is difficult to con-
ceive of both the quantity and quality of this citizen partici-
pation without the availability of a professional staff person. 
This description of the assistance rendered by a prow 
fessional social worker in the development of citizen partici-
pation reveals the complexity of the job assignment, and sug-
gests the need for specialized training for workers assigned 
such responsibility. At this time there is no professionalized 
training except social work which offers curriculum and field 
work directly applicable to developing citizen participation. 
I 
I 
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The fields of social psychology, psychology, anthropology, 
and sociology have much to offer in the form of both t heory 
and applied research, but they do not enter into the actual 
training ~or the practice of developing citizen participation. 
Therefore, if social work critics object to social work 
training for professional staff in developing citizen partici-
pation, they must suggest an alternative or find themselves 
inadvertently supporting no training for professional staff. 
It becomes clear, then, that social work can have a 
key role in citlzen participation programs. The criticism 
directed at social work in the introductory .chapter, that 
social workers "do not know the community or the feelings of 
the citizens of the community," seems to be refuted, at least 
in this case. This social worker did achieve identification 
with the community and its citizens. 
The foregoing description further points out that 
the Health and Welfare Council in a metropolitan community 
can appropriately and effectively offer community organization 
staff service to local districts. The financial support de-
rived from private funds enabled the worker to move freely 
I 
I 1oo. 
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I 
with these citizen-groups in their demands for better govern- J 
mental operations in the city. 
The foregoing description also reveals what this 
particular worker did with the assignment to develop citizen 
participation. Generalizations can be drawn from t his de-
scription which cou ld outline job specifications for 
II 
L 
professional staff assigned this responsibility. Clarity of 
staff function can possibly assist agencies such as Health 
and Welfare Councils, district community councils, and settle-
ment houses in determining whether they can offer services to I 
II develop such participation. 
There are two major limitations in the conclusions 
that can be drawn from this study as they apply to Urban Re-
newal Programs . First, the study was made of the first year 
of operation, which is sometimes called the "honeymoon. 11 The 
question of whether this momentum and degree of citizen in-
volvement can be maintained in ensuing years has yet to be 
answered. Secondly, this citizen participation program was 
developed in a non-federally-assisted area of the city in 
which extensive demolition or rehabilitation of housing is 
not foreseen. The author believes that citizens in rehabili-
tation areas are capable of and interested in this kind of 
citizen participation; but this belief must be tested by 
further analysis of' other citizen groups in Federal Renewal 
Areas of the city. 
! 
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